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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This document outlines the ICT Master Plan of the Renewable Natural Resources Sector 
of Bhutan for the remainder of the Ninth and most of the Tenth Planning Cycles. It also 
provides the strategic framework upon the Plan was based. 
 
The Plan envisions information and communication technology as an integrative and 
enabling, yet socially acceptable and culturally appropriate tool for the fulfilment of: 
national food security; conservation of natural resources; sustainable economic 
production and enhancement of rural income; and the generation of employment 
opportunities. It harbours a mission for the RNR Sector to walk the extra mile in 
proactively employing and efficiently utilizing information and communication 
technology in contributing to Gross National Happiness and people-centred development 
by ensuring food security, natural resources conservation, sustainable production, and 
poverty alleviation. It adopts a liberal definition of ICT that encompasses not merely the 
new but also the old media, the digital as well as the analogue, the high end as well as 
the low end. 
 
Based on the analysis of appropriate documents, key informant interviews and a SWOT 
analysis of the ICT capabilities of the RNR Sector, several options and strategic 
directions were identified, foremost among them being the adoption of a knowledge 
management program, the strengthening of field operations, the establishment of a GIS 
coordinating service and, most importantly, institutional development. Superimposing 
these strategic directions to the Bhutan ICT Policy and Strategies (BIPS) agenda, the 
following goals and targets for the RNR sector were set for the Ninth and the Tenth 
Planning Cycles. 
  
2004 
• The MoA-Information and Communication Services (ICS) maintains and regularly 
updates MoA website. 
• ICS launches a shared, Web-based Monitoring and Evaluation System for the RNR 
Sector for efficiency of operations, transparency and inclusiveness.  
 
2005 
• ICS is elevated into a line department that is responsible for ICT in the RNR Sector. 
• ICS shall explore technical assistance and funding facilities such as the JFICT, the 
World Bank Info Dev Grants, DFID, IDRC Pan Asia, and EU Asia IT&C in line 
with the MoA strategy of management and utilization of external assistance and the 
MoIC strategy to investigate ways to fund ICT services throughout Bhutan. 
• ICS shall implement the RNR sector’s ICT HRD plan including ICT occupational 
profiles for RNR positions and ICT career paths for RNR ICT professionals. 
• ICS shall establish a Virtual Extension, Research and Communication Network 
under the RNR Knowledge and Information System. 
• ICS shall maintain an online documents management service for the RNR sector as a 
module of its RNR Knowledge and Information System.  
• ICS shall develop RNR content for integrated RGoB web portal. 
• ICS shall assist in establishing data interoperability among sectors by developing 
common database templates and common basemaps. 
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• ICS shall trail blaze in the implementation of policies on ICT security among the 
development sectors. 
• ICS shall trail blaze in the implementation of policies on open source software 
among the development sectors. 
• ICS introduces handheld simputers and spearheads adoption of WiFi LAN in 
RNRRCs with low-cost fabricated antennae.  
• ICS through MoIC explores participation in the APAN and AI3 Consortia to tap the 
non-commercial research and education backbone. 
• ICS shall provide RNR content to BBS FM programs. 
• ICS shall design, develop and produce communication materials on ICT applications 
for the RNR Sector.  
 
2006 
• ICT ensures recruitment of qualified personnel for RNR ICT positions. 
• ICS shall establish first mile links of RNR sector to Government-wide intranet. ICS 
provides RNR content in Government-wide intranet.  
• ICS shall administer the national GIS service within the RNR Sector.  
• Farmers’ participation in RNR research, extension, content provision and program 
implementation will be increased through the use of handheld phones, two-way 
radio, email and rural radio forums. 
• RDTC shall incorporate ICT skills into its curricula. 
• ICS shall provide localized RNR content to Kuensel. 
 
2007 
• ICS shall provide RNR sector data for national e-commerce portal. 
• ICS shall have a fully operational Market Information System in-place serving 
national, regional and district levels. 
• ICS shall design, develop and implement a continuing RNR program for ICT Units 
in each Dzongkhag. 
• ICS and CORRB shall establish point to point/ multichannel videoconferencing over 
IP capability between and among CORRB and the RNRRCs. 
• CORRB will be able to tap regional and international RNR directory, bibliographic 
and factual databases by becoming a member of the South Asian Rice Wheat 
Consortium. 
• NRTI shall incorporate training on ICT skills into its curricula.  
 
2008 
• ICS shall establish last mile links of RNR sector at the district level and develops 
RNR content in Government-wide intranet. 
• By 2008, ICS shall establish a Digital Documentation Service to capture local and 
indigenous knowledge and best practices on RNR management. 
• ICS shall provide RNR content to BBS TV programs. 
 
2010 
• ICS shall establish last mile links of RNR sector at the block level and provides RNR 
content in Government-wide intranet,  
• ICS shall develop RNR content for multipurpose telecentres.  
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PREFACE 
 
 
Information and communication technology is fast influencing every aspect of life in the 
Kingdom of Bhutan, from business to governance, entertainment to education, traditional 
culture to popular culture. The Renewable Natural Resources sector is not immune to the 
power of ICT. For one thing, ICT is here to stay and has become a regular fixture in the 
government bureaucracy. It is imperative for the RNR sector not only to adapt but to 
innovate in order not to stagnate. 
 
Yet, in its engaging sway, we tend to forget that ICT is first and foremost a tool. And 
like all tools, it has to be employed efficiently and appropriately to garner the desired 
results. Furthermore, behind a tool is a person who exploits it. The RNR sector may be 
likened to that person. The resulting sectoral benefit in utilizing ICT is not a function of 
the technology per se but of the user, the Ministry of Agriculture.  
 
Before ICT is efficiently and appropriately employed, however, we have to demystify it. 
Many within are midst are at times too enamoured that we fail to see its limitations, too 
intimidated that we do not bother to learn it, or too awed that we expect so much from it. 
We need to become enlightened on how this sector can rightly benefit from ICT with 
appropriate levels of investments in hardware, software and manpower. Hopefully, this 
RNR Sectoral ICT Master Plan is a step towards that direction. Part One gives us the 
basis of the Plan, its rationale, strategic framework, and the parameters within which it 
was designed. Emphasis was given on providing detail to shed light on certain 
technologies and applications without becoming too cumbersome. Part Two provides the 
roadmap for the Ministry in its ICT engagement from 2005 to 2010. 
 
But like all roadmaps, it should be flexible and should give the traveller opportunities to 
choose alternatives by giving the lay of the land. We would like to think that this 
Sectoral ICT Master Plan is such. Alternative models and options have been 
exhaustively discussed in Part One. Part Two outlines time bound goals but these target 
years, and indeed the goals themselves may change over time. Thus, the Plan is a living 
document and hence is sub-titled Version 1.0. 
 
The recommendations contained herein are products of documents analysis, site visits, 
key informant interviews, and consultative meetings. We would like to acknowledge the 
contribution of our partners in this undertaking: the Ministry of Information and 
Communication, particularly its Department of Information Technology; the Bhutan 
Broadcasting Service; the Ministry of Home Affairs; and the Swiss Agency for 
Development Cooperation through Helvetas for their generous support.  
 
 
 
 
Hon. Sangay Ngedup 
Minister of Agriculture 
Kingdom of Bhutan 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
 
In 2001, the Kingdom of Bhutan’s Renewable Natural Resources (RNR) Sector 
spearheaded by the Ministry of Agriculture implemented a systematic, participatory 
planning process that paved the way for the Sector’s Ninth Plan (2002-2007). Among the 
features of the sector plan was a reorganization of the MoA that introduced “integrative 
unity at every level of the hierarchy.” Three line departments now cover the RNR Sector: 
the Department of Agricultural Services (DoS); the Department of Livestock Services 
(DLS); and the Department of Forestry (DoF). The Ministry’s Information and 
Communication Services or ICS provides information and communication support to 
these three line agencies as well as other key offices within the MoA such as the Council 
of Renewable Natural Resources Research of Bhutan (CORRB). In this restructuring, the 
ICS finds itself in a most strategic position to contribute to the “integrative unity” of the 
organization considering that system integrity is a function of communication flows 
within and without. At its level, the ICS drafted its own Master Plan for the Ninth Cycle 
focusing on strengthening its information and communication technology capabilities. 
 
Parallel to this planning effort, the Division of Information Technology (DIT) of the then 
Ministry of Communications (MoC) developed Bhutan’s Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) Master Plan. Among other things, the master plan 
encouraged individual agencies to draft their respective sectoral ICT master plans 
compatible with national ICT policies that were forwarded. 
 
In July 2003, the MoC was reconstituted into the Ministry of Information and 
Communications.  The Minister immediately initiated a national ICT policy process, 
which adopted the five strategic components of the ‘development dynamic,’ formulated 
by the Digital Opportunity Initiative (www.opt-init.org), i.e., policy, content and 
applications, infrastructure, human capacity, and enterprise. The Bhutan Information and 
Communication Technology Policy and Strategies or BIPS, which sets the parameters 
for the sectoral ICT master plans, was officially released in July 2004.  
 
In line with these developments, ICS is now transforming its institutional master plan 
into a sectoral ICT master plan that takes into cognizance the RNR sector’s specific 
information and communication technology requirements.  
 
This Strategic Framework (Part One) forms the basis of the RNR Sectoral ICT Master 
Plan (Part Two). It is based on a sectoral analysis that identified the RNR sector’s ICT-
related strengths and weaknesses, and an environmental scanning that determined the 
sector’s ICT-related opportunities and threats. It should be noted, however, that the plan 
itself is patterned after the five strategic components of the Digital Opportunities Task 
Force and is guided by the BIPS. It covers not only the Ninth Five-Year Planning Cycle 
(2002-2007) but the Tenth Five-Year Planning Cycle (2008-2013) as well.   
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1.2 ICT Vision Statement 
 
In accordance with the Kingdom’s Vision 2020, the RNR Sector envisions information 
and communication technology as an integrative and enabling, yet socially acceptable 
and culturally appropriate tool for the fulfilment of: national food security; conservation 
of natural resources; sustainable economic production and enhancement of rural income; 
and the generation of employment opportunities. 
 
1.3 ICT Mission Statement 
 
The RNR Sector shall walk the extra mile in proactively employing and efficiently 
utilizing information and communication technology in contributing to Gross National 
Happiness and people-centred development by ensuring food security, natural resources 
conservation, sustainable production, and poverty alleviation. 
 
1.4 Sectoral Definition of ICT 
 
Technically defined, ICT refers to new generation technologies that resulted from the 
union of computers and telecommunications. It is the product of the convergence of 
digital technologies encompassing computers, telecommunications, audio-video, and 
publishing. It covers mobile phones, personal computers, the Internet, email, imaging 
technology, digital audio-video, and digital broadcasts, even cable television. ICT types 
range from web-enabled, network, and stand-alone technologies. 
 
An even more liberal definition is adopted by the ICT4D (ICT for development) 
proponents. In this definition, information and communication technology has elements 
of both: the old and the new; the conventional and the sophisticated; the analog and the 
digital. In this sense, ICT includes AM and FM radio, VHF and UHF television, the print 
media, video, cinema, and indigenous communication media. This is the definition that 
the RNR sector adopts.1 
 
The 2000 Okinawa Summit of G7/G8 nations describes ICT as “one of the most potent 
forces in shaping the Twenty-first Century…fast becoming a vital engine of growth for 
the world economy.”2 Indeed, ICT may be applied to almost every problem in probably 
all sectors.  
 
By definition, ICT relates to convergence or the process of increasing the interface 
between two systems. Convergence in the RNR sector is finding a common platform for 
the management system (MoA), research system, the extension system, the production 
system and the marketing system for the sharing and re-use of knowledge. That platform 
has been made possible by and large by digital technology. In more concrete terms, ICT 
allows information generated by the researcher to be more efficiently accessed by the 
extension worker to be more effectively transferred to and applied by the farmer. A case 
in point is the UNDP Mango Information Network (MIN) that was established at the 
                                                          
1Flor, Alexander G. 2002. Information and Communication Opportunities for Technology 
Transfer and Linkages. Expert Consultation on Agricultural Extension, Research-Extension-Farmer 
Interface and Technology Transfer, Food and Agriculture Organization Regional Office for Asia and the 
Pacific, Bangkok, Thailand. 
 
2 Okinawa Charter on Global Information Society, G8 Scholarly Publications and Papers, 
University of Toronto G8 Information Center. 
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Philippine Council for Agriculture and Resources Research and Development in 1997. 
Research results on mango production, mango pests and diseases, and post-harvest 
technology were made available in the World Wide Web, specifically for nodes of 
extension workers based in strategic mango producing areas. The extension workers, in 
turn, transmitted these to the farmers. At times, the interface was so substantive that the 
roles between the researcher and the extension worker, and the farmer began to blur. 
Traditionally, the researcher is considered the source of information, the extension 
worker, the channel, and the farmer the receiver. However, in the MIN, the boundaries 
between these traditional roles at times dissolved. More progressive farmers accessed 
research information themselves through the Web without going through the extension 
workers. Occasionally, the farmers become sources of local information for the 
researchers. 
 
Basically, ICT facilitates two elements critical in the RNR sector: information access 
and networking. The storage and retrieval of research results facilitates information 
access while telecommunications facilitates networking. Both elements are found in 
some of the strategies and goals discussed in this document. 
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2. ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING 
 
2.1 ICT Opportunities  
 
Like most other countries in the world, Bhutan is being deeply impacted by ICT.  The 
business sector, in particular, have already profited from the convergence of computers 
and telecommunications, allowing faster access to market information, sounder decision-
making, quicker response to market developments through their cellular phones, as well 
as more efficient streamlining of operations. The RNR sector may have lagged behind in 
exploring and tapping the potentials that ICT has to offer.  These potentials range: from 
the sharing and re-use of data, research findings, lessons learned and best practices 
among RNRRCs to developing quick response mechanisms for agricultural and natural 
resources crises situations; from permitting informed decision making among MoA 
officials to sounder policy making; from improving the extension delivery systems in the 
Geog levels to increasing rural income through eCommerce. The possibilities are next to 
endless and will be explored exhaustively in succeeding sections. 
Development Assistance Environment. Almost thirty years have passed since the first 
technical assistance project that applied information and communication technology to 
the renewable natural resources sector in the developing world. The World Bank 
Communication Technology for Rural Education (CTRE) Project, which began in 1975, 
made use of a network of community radio stations based in agricultural colleges and 
universities in the Philippines to cater to farming communities. Technology has 
drastically changed since then, offering better opportunities for the RNR sector.  
 
The existing development assistance environment is most favorable for ICT4D. The 
Okinawa Summit of G7/G8 nations has established the primacy of bridging the Digital 
Divide in the international development assistance agenda. It has issued a Digital 
Opportunities Task Force (DOT) framework, which the Ministry of Information and 
Communication closely adheres to. As such, the RNR sector, along with the other 
development sectors in the RGOB, is in a position to avail itself of the many 
opportunities for technical and financial ICT assistance from a number of bilateral and 
multilateral sources.  
 
In 2002, Japan began implementing a US$ 15 Billion ICT Financial and Technical 
Assistance Program. Partly administered by the Asian Development Bank, governments 
and agricultural agencies may avail themselves of grants for ICT projects that may be 
linked to specific loan and technical assistance projects of the Bank. The concept note 
template for the ADB-administered Japan ICT Fund is appended as Annex D. The fund 
has identified LDCs as priority recipients.  
 
The World Bank has maintained its Info Dev Grants Program that makes available up to 
US$250,000 per grant to deserving projects. The Bank has similarly initiated the Virtual 
Colombo Plan, with the Australian government contributing Aussie $40 Million per 
year.  
 
Furthermore, several bilateral aid agencies have also placed ICT issues in their priority 
list. The UK Department for International Development (DFID) has established the 
Knowledge and Research Programme which likewise deal with information and 
communication and is intended for LDCs. The application form for DFID is attached as 
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Annex E. Additionally, the International Development Research Centre of Canada has 
opened the PanAsia R&D Grants Programme also for ICT related development 
initiatives (Annex F).  The European Community has established its own IT fund for “A 
User-Friendly Information and Knowledge Society” with an Asia IT&C component 
program (Annex G).  
 
Conducive Policy Environment.  Because of the country’s landlocked, mountainous 
terrain and geographical barriers, the Royal Government of Bhutan has recognized the 
potentials of ICT even before the first computers were introduced into the Kingdom in 
the early eighties. Bhutan Telecom has invested heavily on point-to-point wireless 
communications ahead of most LDCs. With the advent of ICT, the RGoB established the 
Department of Information Technology (DIT) under the then Ministry of 
Communications (MoC) in 2000 with the following mandate: to provide technological 
guidance to the government; carry out functions to promote ICT; and to coordinate ICT 
activities. Conscious of the fact that through ICT, Bhutan will be able to overcome 
communication problems caused by the country’s difficult mountainous terrain, the DIT 
is convinced that ICT is a crosscutting concern affecting all sectors.  
 
Furthermore, the Kingdom is putting in place a regulatory environment for the use and 
development of ICT.  A Telecommunications Act was passed in 1999, a Copyright Act 
in 2000, and a Draft Information, Communications and Media Act is about to be passed 
in the National Assembly.  Its institutional capacity to regulate and support ICT 
programs will be lodged in the Department of Information and Media, the Department of 
Information Technology and the Bhutan Communications Authority.  As the BIPS states 
Bhutan is now in a position to harness the potential of ICT through a greater and more 
coordinated national effort. 
 
Improved Connectivity. The Bhutan ICT Policy and Strategies draft document describes 
the Rural Telecommunications Project that would make available ten telephone lines per 
geog by 2007. Furthermore, Bhutan Power Corporation is collaborating with an Indian 
power generation company to lay fibre-optic cables as ground wire along with electric 
power cables under the nationwide electrification program. When, these fibre optic 
cables are in place, unlimited bandwidth will be available in most parts of the Kingdom 
with the appropriate Internet backbone. 
 
Broader Bandwidth. Bhutan Telecom has recently established an east-west 155SGH 
microwave radio backbone, which connects with a 34Mbps optical fiber link from 
Thimphu to Paro on to Phuentsholing.  The satellite earth station in Thimphu connects 
voice traffic to London, Tokyo and Singapore. Dzongkhag headquarters are now being 
connected, either via the microwave backbone or 8Mbps radio links. 
 
Access to a Research and Education Backbone. Currently, there is only one Internet 
service provider in Bhutan, DrukNet, which offers a maximum bandwidth of 128 kbps to 
its subscribers. Even with fibre optic cables laid out across the Kingdom, DrukNet’s 
limited bandwidth would severely impair performance.  
 
Much of the World Wide Web is accessed through Internet service providers that make 
use of the commercial Internet backbone. However, there is a non-commercial research 
and education Internet backbone that may be tapped by the RNR sector. The bandwidth 
provided by the non-commercial backbone is broad, offering as much as 2 mbps, 
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virtually free, and has hardly any traffic. This bandwidth is enough to accommodate 
multi-point videoconferencing over IP. To tap the research and education Internet 
backbone, the appropriate RGOB agency should become a member of the APAN South 
Asia Consortium. Appropriate details regarding this will be given in a succeeding 
section.  
 
Improved Access to Conventional Media. Even conventional media has become more 
available, more accessible, and cheaper. A comparison of statistics given by the Asian 
Communication Handbook shows that there are more radio and television stations, more 
radio and television sets, higher video ownership, more movies, and more publications 
today.3  Fifty years ago, radio was acknowledged as the most pervasive medium in rural 
farming communities. Today, it remains to be the most omnipresent, the only difference 
being that farmers today have equal access to both short-wave and FM broadcasts. With 
the spread of television coverage, rural communities have higher access to VHF and 
UHF (cable TV) transmissions. In Bhutan, cable TV networks now operate in 19 of 20 
dzongkhags. Furthermore, the Nationwide FM Expansion Project by the Bhutan 
Broadcasting Service will cover 15 districts. 
 
Increased incomes and more affordable pricing have also made VHS players almost as 
available as television sets. The increased availability has resulted in a seemingly 
contradictory situation wherein the number of cinemagoers has decreased but the 
popularity of cinema has increased. Moreover, higher literacy rates have also led to 
better potentials for print media.  
 
Availability of Low Cost Alternatives. It is said that information and communication 
technology is becoming better and better and cheaper and cheaper by the day. Such may 
be open for debate. However, ICT4D exponents have developed low-cost hardware and 
software alternatives. For instance, alternatives to WiFi antennae that would cost a small 
fortune in the global market have been developed by technicians at the Philippine Rice 
Research Institute. These antennae that effectively work for wireless LAN can be locally 
fabricated for the cost of 100 ngultrums only.  
 
There are also subsidized alternatives. Bhutan Broadcasting Service is making available 
cheaper Internet, fax, audio and video recording services in the districts through 
Community Multimedia Production Centres.  Two of these CMMPCs are already 
operational. 
 
Opportunities for Promoting Bhutanese Heritage and Indigenous Knowledge. ICT has 
enabled the capture, storage, sharing and reuse of knowledge in digital form. These 
encompass best practices, indigenous knowledge and cultural practices in natural 
resources management. ICT has now made it possible to preserve local and indigenous 
Bhutanese knowledge that would otherwise be lost through the generations. 
                                                          
3 A, Goonasekara and D. Holiday, eds. (1998 and 2001 Editions). The Asian Communication 
Handbook  Asian Mass Communication Research and Information Center and the Nanyang Technological 
University (Singapore). 
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2.2  ICT Threats   
 
There are likewise several threats that would impede the ability of the RNR sector to 
realize its ICT vision and fulfil its ICT mission. 
 
Obsolescence.  The rate of obsolescence of ICT hardware is highest among current 
technologies. Moore’s Law states that the speed of a microprocessor doubles every 
eighteen months. The sustainability of continued investments on hardware is uncertain 
particularly in the context of least developed countries where returns on ICT investments 
are not immediate. Hence, equipment procurement should be phased. ICT systems for 
the RNR sector should adopt a modular and evolutionary design. 
 
Prevalent ICT Myths. One subtle, but nonetheless very real threat is a set of prevalent 
myths on the nature and utilization of ICT that often mislead policy formulators, 
planners and decision makers. The RNR sector is not exempted from these myths. 
Among them are:4 
 
• Technology as the Panacea Myth or “Install a computer in the boondocks and 
you have instant development.” Those who accept this proposition generally 
adhere to the technological paradigm of development. In other words, they 
believe that least developed countries like Bhutan are poor because of the lack of 
technology. There are certainly other factors that contribute to poverty and 
underdevelopment. Furthermore, the fact that the ICT revolution began in the 
developed world where a completely different set of social, cultural and 
economic conditions exist is ignored. These conditions will have to be satisfied 
before the economic boom brought by ICT to the West can be replicated in the 
South. 
 
• The Direct User Myth or “Farmers, indigenous peoples, rural women and out-of-
school youth should be the users of ICT.” This belief forwards that ICT 
interventions for the poor should be targeted directly to the poor.  This leads to 
the issue of appropriate technology. We cannot really expect marginal fishers to 
surf the Net. They would rather use nets beyond the surf. But this is hardly the 
point. ICT is most useful in building the capacities of support agencies for the 
poor. This myth blatantly forgets one of the most basic principles in development 
assistance, the multi-step flow of communication 
 
• The Myth of Programmer Supremacy or “ICT is just another name for IT.” 
Narrowly put, ICT mainly is believed to refer only to computer science. This 
myth effectively marginalizes other technology such as telecommunications and 
multimedia. More seriously, it effectively marginalizes other disciplines such as 
communication, cybernetics, systems theory and network science, all of which 
figure prominently in ICT and are claimed not only by the engineering sciences 
but the social sciences as well.  
 
                                                          
4 A.G. Flor and I.V. Ongkiko (2003). Introduction to Development Communication. Chapter 14. 
Myths. SEAMEO-SEARCA and the University of the Philippines Open University (Los Baños).  
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• The Myth of Infrastructure Determinism or “Build the infra then everything else 
will fall in place.” At the turn of the century or the millennium, rather, there was 
a concerted effort among development agencies to build up their infrastructure. 
Many of these infrastructures are now in place. However these networks run the 
risk of becoming white elephants because there is hardly any content. Note that 
the Internet would not have flourished without the World Wide Web. There is 
more to ICT than infrastructure. 
 
• The Myth of a Free Market Prevailing or “As long as there is content in 
whatever form, then it will be accessed and used.” There are now more than four 
billion pages in the World Wide Web and the number is growing by the minute. 
Some of these sites, such as Google, get millions of hits a day. However, a larger 
number hardly get any hits at all. This is a function of attractive, sophisticated 
interface designs. Six decades of communication science research tells us that 
content needs to be appropriately referenced, packaged, presented, maintained 
and managed with the user in mind.  Yes, perhaps the Web is a free marketplace 
of information and knowledge. But as Marshall MacLuhan (the person who 
coined the phrase “global village”) said fifty years ago, “The medium is the 
message.”  
 
Undermining of Culture. When it comes to culture and heritage, ICT may be regarded 
as a double-edged sword. The same technologies that would allow the RNR sector to 
capture, store and preserve indigenous Bhutanese knowledge can also have a negative 
side. Some content made available by ICT may undermine Bhutanese culture and 
traditions, particularly those found in some websites and cable TV channels. Although 
this threat is a natural consequence of increased access to media and has very little to do 
with the RNR sector, it would only be prudent to consider it and is worthwhile 
mentioning since culture and heritage are among the five thematic areas of the RGoB’s 
Vision 2020. 
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3. RNR SECTORAL ANALYSIS 
 
3.1 Sectoral ICT Strengths 
 
The ICT strengths of the RNR sector lie within the Information and Communication 
Services of the Ministry of Agriculture. ICS is staffed by dedicated practitioners who 
work with a team spirit. Its management is likewise gifted with a firm vision of the role 
of ICT in renewable natural resources management. It was among the first government 
units that operated a local area network (LAN) and established an information portal for 
a Ministry. 
 
Furthermore, the RNR sector has an extensive agricultural extension network currently 
in place involving more than 400 extension workers stationed in 201 geogs coordinated 
by 20 dzongkhag administrations. Technology packaging officers based in the RNRRCs 
located in Yusipang (western region), Bajo (west central region), Jakar (east central 
region), and Khangma (eastern region) provide the content for this network 
                                          
3.2 Sectoral ICT Weaknesses 
 
However, an FAO project preparatory mission conducted in 2003 found that linkages 
between research and extension institutions are hampered by several factors: 5 
 
• The staff at research stations and at district or village level extension units have 
few opportunities for communicating with one another.  Information flow is 
largely dependent upon face-to-face meetings and infrequent telephone 
conversations, with a limited supply of extension approaches and research 
publications or audio-visual materials reaching extension field workers and 
decentralized research staff.  
 
• Extension agents do not have sufficient access to other sources of relevant and 
up-to-date information due to a lack of or limited communication tools (Internet 
connectivity, computer facilities at the dzongkhag and at the geog, telephone, fax 
machines etc.). 
 
• In addition, there is a lack of institutional capability in information management 
and in the use of effective communication processes and methodologies to reach 
farmers with locally relevant production information and in particular how to 
effectively create and maintain communication networks with local public and 
private sector information providers and users. 
 
The situations described in Items 1 and 2 were validated in field visits to the Shengana 
Geog and the Gase Tsho Hom Geog of the Punakha and Wangdue Phodrang dzonkhags, 
respectively. Item 3, on the other hand, stems from the lack of appropriate training 
among many of the technical staff members of the ICS. This may be rooted to the value 
traditionally placed on generalist training rather than specialist training within the 
Bhutanese educational system. 
                                                          
5 TCP Proposal for the Establishment of a Virtual Extension, Research and Communication 
Network(VERCON)  for the Kingdom of Bhutan, FAO Rome. 
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4. MODELS, COMPETENCE, and STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS: 
What the RNR Sector Might Do, Can Do, or Wants to Do, ICT-wise 
  
Based on key informant interviews, site visits and ocular inspections, documents analysis 
and the preceding SWOT analysis, the following ICT alternatives and options are open 
to the RNR sector of Bhutan:  
 
4.1 Knowledge Management 
 
The optimum solution that ICT can offer to any undertaking or concern is knowledge 
management. Knowledge management (KM) is a newly emerging discipline that 
combines organizational dynamics, knowledge engineering and ICT to manage the 
intellectual assets of an organization or, as in the prevailing case, a sector such as the 
RNR sector in Bhutan. The goal of knowledge management is the sharing and reuse of 
knowledge.6 
 
Figure 1.  
The Goal of Knowledge Management 
 
The knowledge management strategy can makes available to stakeholders within the 
Bhutanese RNR sector – MoA officials, researchers, extension workers and farmers - 
both documented and tacit knowledge on renewable natural resources not only locally 
but regionally and internationally as well.  
 
Much of KM experience has been limited to the business sector. Although the World 
Bank has embarked upon a KM Program in 1997, few development agencies have 
followed suit with comparable success. However, knowledge management offers vast 
potentials and much promise to the RNR sector. Since KM may be Web-based or stand 
alone, extension workers and farmers in dzongkhags and geogs which have minimum 
Internet penetration may still be part of the loop through cellular phone text messaging 
and a system of exchange of multimedia products stored in CDROMs, removable hard 
drives, zip drives, or even diskettes. 
 
                                                          
6 Matthias Leibmann, A Way to KM solutions: Things to Consider When Building Knowledge 
Management Solutions with Microsoft Technologies. World Wide Technical Services, 1999. Microsoft 
Corporation. www.microsoft.com 
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Knowledge Management System. A KM system is modular in nature, and is composed 
of several ICT enabled elements that may run individually or as an integrated whole. A 
similar system has earlier been proposed for ICS, the Renewable Natural Resources 
Knowledge and Information Management System or RNRKIMS. The Plan proposes the 
revival of the RNRKIMS initiative for the inter- and intra-organizational communication 
requirements of the MoA with some modifications. 
 
Firstly, RNRKIMS would be composed of the following integrated yet independently 
operating modules: Web Services; VERCON; Documents Management System; Digital 
Documentation; Videoconferencing; and Knowledge Networking.  
 
Under Web Services fall the maintenance and update of the MoA Website, as well as 
RNR portals and search engines. Under VERCON are two critical sub-modules: the 
RNR Sector Monitoring and Evaluation System; and the RNR Market Information 
System. The succeeding section will provide a more detailed description of VERCON.  
 
The RNR Documents Management System will aim for the digitization, storage, 
retrieval and management of all official documents, correspondence and reports of the 
RNR Sector. It will have a built in multi-level search engine that would enable its users 
to access data or meta-data, knowledge or meta-knowledge contained in the stored 
digitzed documents.  
 
RNRKIMS should likewise contain a Digital Documentation Service for the capture, 
storage and retrieval of lessons learned, best practices and indigenous knowledge in 
digital video, audio, or photographic formats. The system should also administer a 
Videoconferencing over IP facility to service the Council of Renewable Natural 
Resources Research of Bhutan and its regional research centres. The Council has 
expressed the need for such a service for better coordination and collaboration among the 
RNRRCs.  
 
Lastly, RNRKIMS should likewise serve as the national focal point for the CORRB 
Knowledge Network. Again, the latter will be discussed in a succeeding section.  
 
VERCON. The Virtual Extension, Research and Communication Network (VERCON) is 
a concept developed by FAO aimed at improving the linkages between and within 
agriculture research and extension institutions through two fully integrated and co-
dependent components: the human component and the technological component. The 
human component is a network (e.g. staff of research and extension institutions, faculties 
of agricultural education, non-government workers and agricultural producers) 
committed to strengthening collaboration, communication, sharing of information and 
improved agricultural production. While the technological component is the strategy that 
effectively links the human component that allows members of the network to 
communicate and develop, share, store and retrieve information.7 
 
VERCON aims to strengthen existing linkages between the human and institutional 
elements of agricultural research and extension, enhance two-way horizontal 
communication and enable the generation, adaptation and dissemination of locally 
                                                          
7 Op cit. TCP Proposal for the Establishment of a Virtual Extension, Research and 
Communication Network(VERCON)  for the Kingdom of Bhutan, FAO Rome. 
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relevant content to geographically dispersed people.8 The RNR Monitoring and 
Evaluation System will be a component of VERCON. Similarly, an RNR Market 
Information System should also come under the VERCON module.  
 
CORRB Knowledge Network. The Okinawa Charter proposes the “development of 
information networks offering fast, reliable, secure and affordable access through 
competitive market conditions and through related innovation in network technology, 
services and applications.” Establishing knowledge networks to operationalize the 
research-extension-farmer interface fits snugly into this recommendation. Thus, the 
Council of RNR Research in Bhutan is exploring the possibility of such a network, 
which RNRKIMS shall administer. 
 
A knowledge network is a complete Intranet system.9 Its main function is to facilitate the 
sharing and re-use of information and knowledge between and among the nodes of the 
network. The following configuration which links the regional centres to CORRB and 
the Rice Wheat Consortium of South Asia may serve as a model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yusipang Research Center 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  
CORRB Knowledge Network Configuration10 
                                                          
8 Ibid 
9 Op cit, Liebmann, 1999. 
10 Configuration based on Leibmann (op cit, 1999) 
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4.2 Strengthening ICT at the Dzongkhag and Geog Levels 
 
The Okinawa Charter recommends “the development of human resources capable of 
responding to the demands of the Information Age through education and lifelong 
learning…” Along this line, the capacity building approach increases the institutional 
capability of central as well as devolved units in providing support services to farmers. 
Increasing the institutional capability involves: system design and development; 
hardware and software procurement; and staff development.  However, this approach 
does not directly target the ultimate beneficiary, the farmer, but merely the services that 
provide support to him.  
 
With the planned MoIC infrastructure and RGoB nationwide Intranet development, an 
RNR ICT support system at the district and block levels may look like this: 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.  
ICT System Design for the Regional, Dzongkhag and Geog Levels 
 
 
The ideal approach, however, is the use of ICT that would directly improve the farmer’s 
access to information and reinforce his linkages with the research, extension, and market 
sub-systems. Some are of the opinion that such an approach is difficult if not impossible 
for the following reasons: 
 
• Farmers are not computer literate. Many of them are not even functionally 
literate. 
• ICT is very expensive. Farmer’s would rather spend their hard earned money 
on basic necessities rather on ICT. 
• Internet service providers are unavailable in the rural areas. 
 
These concerns may be adequately addressed by information and communication 
modalities employing low-end, low-cost information and communication technology 
such as cellular phones, VCDs, cable television. 
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Table 2 presents the array information and communication modalities currently available 
as well as the information that these may contain, which is not necessarily limited to 
RNR technology. Some have earlier been discussed, while others need a little more 
elaboration. 
 
Conventional and Digital Broadcasting. Short wave and FM radio, as well as VHF and 
UHF television remain the most cost-effective means of technology transfer in rural 
farming communities. However, they require economies of scale. This requirement 
prevents conventional radio and television from being interactive or individualized. 
Making audio and video products available over the World Wide Web allows the user to 
access these on his own time and pace and to interact with his facilitators. Another 
alternative available is digital broadcasting, which allows a wider range of audio and 
visual stimuli for the user, greater interactivity and individualized instruction. 
 
Comic Books. Among the array of print media that are available (i.e., leaflets, brochures, 
posters, magazines, wall newspapers, etc.) comic books offer the best potential in 
technology transfer. Localized, limited circulation comic books that would serve the 
requirements of devolved extension personnel are now possible though desktop 
publishing. Imaging technology, layout and design software supplemented by a good 
quality copier produce professional-looking comic books for distribution by extension 
workers. 
 
Community Telecenters. The inability of Bhutanese farmers in general to have access to 
personal computers, VCDs, video cameras and the Internet may be remedied by 
establishing ICT or telecenters in rural communities. These telecenters may be hosted by 
the local government and would have facilities that may be utilized by the community. 
The basic equipment contained in the telecenters should include: an Internet-ready PC 
with a printer; a photocopier; a television set; a karaoke machine (to be used as a sound 
system); a video camera; a digital stills camera; and two cellular phones. Farmers groups 
should be able to avail themselves of the telecenters through the extension agents. In 
these facilities, low-cost communication materials may be produced with the 
participation of farmers, youth, and women’s group representatives.  
 
SIMputers. These are handheld computers similar to personal digital assistants (PDA). 
However, they are fitted with SIM cards for data transmission and reception.  SIMputers 
may be used by an extension worker to provide pricing and market information to 
farmers received from a central server located in the dzongkhag. This technology has 
been tested successfully in Thailand by the Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural 
Cooperatives. 
 
Participatory Documentation. With the increased availability of conventional media, 
communities are now able to participate in the production of low-cost information and 
communication materials. A case in point is the use of video in the documentation of 
best practices.  Using a low-cost camcorder, local talents may be tapped in the 
documentation process. The videotapes may then be shared with other communities. If 
several communities are involved in this documentation, then a “sharing network” for 
the exchange of materials among these communities may be initiated. 
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TABLE 1. Information and Communication Modalities (FAORAP, 2002) 
 
Using Low-End ICT. All over the world, small independent initiatives are being 
undertaken to employ information and communication technology in rural development. 
The most common of these initiatives is the actual introduction of low-end ICT (i.e., 
mobile phones, PCs, the World Wide Web, the Internet kiosk, and others) to 
impoverished communities.  
 
In June 2000, CNN aired a special that was co-sponsored by the World Bank and the Bill 
and Melinda Gates Foundation. The thirty-minute documentary, entitled “Virtual 
Villages: Technology and the Developing World,” featured four segments, each of which 
showed dramatic results in the introduction of information and communication 
technology to poor villages. These cases may have little to do with agricultural 
extension, but one can easily see parallels in the research-extension-farmer interface. The 
opening spiel of the documentary relates: 
Information and 
Communication 
Modalities 
CONTENT 
Research-Extension Extension-Farmer Extension-Market Farmer-Market 
Knowledge Networks Experts Network 
Knowledge bases 
Farmers’ Profile - - 
Knowledge Bases On-line publications 
Research Results 
Research Results 
Technology 
Packages 
Pricing Policy - 
GIS Output Maps Agro-ecosystem 
Demographics  
Precision Farming 
 
- - 
Community 
Telecenters 
- Technology 
Market Information 
Technology 
Market Information 
Market Prices 
Potential Markets 
Digital Broadcasts - Agricultural 
Technology 
Prices and Markets Prices and Markets 
Digital Audio-Video 
 
Documentation of  
Best Practices and 
Success Stories 
Documentation of  
Best Practices and 
Success Stories 
Documentation of  
Best Practices and 
Success Stories 
Documentation of  
Best Practices and 
Success Stories 
Desktop Publishing Documentation of  
Best Practices and 
Success Stories 
Documentation of  
Best Practices and 
Success Stories
Documentation of  
Best Practices and 
Success Stories
Documentation of  
Best Practices and 
Success Stories
Databases Research Data Farmers’ Profile  - - 
Cellular phones - Market Prices Market Prices Market Prices 
VHF/UHF TV - Agricultural 
Technology 
Market Information 
Agricultural 
Technology 
Market Information 
Market Prices 
Potential Markets 
Short Wave/FM 
Radio 
- Agricultural 
Technology 
Market Information 
Agricultural 
Technology 
Market Information 
Market Prices 
Potential Markets 
Audio-Video Documentation of  
Best Practices and 
Success Stories 
Documentation of  
Best Practices and 
Success Stories 
Documentation of  
Best Practices and 
Success Stories 
Documentation of  
Best Practices and 
Success Stories 
Print Media Agricultural 
Technology 
Agricultural 
Technology 
Agricultural 
Technology 
Market Prices 
Potential Markets 
Folk Media - Agricultural 
Technology 
Agricultural 
Technology 
Market Prices 
Potential Markets 
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Technology has become the driving force of change in the modern 
world. It has altered our economic structures and the ways we 
communicate.  It has even changed how we relate to one another. 
Examine how technology -- even in small amounts -- is helping 
developing nations and communities overcome convention and 
tradition to take leaps forward.11  
 
Using Mobile Phones in Bangladesh. Among the more successful financing models 
ever to emerge from the Third World is the micro-credit system introduced by the 
Grameen Bank of Bangladesh. Grameen’s founder and director, Professor Muhammad 
Yunus, has again embarked on an innovative undertaking based on an idea that is as 
simple as it is elegant. The bank has initiated a cellular phone project, dubbed the 
Grameen Phone Company, which would put a mobile phone in some 45,000 villages, 
giving residents access to ICT.  Each mobile phone is acquired by an individual through 
a small loan from the bank. This phone becomes a community telephone service 
provider, earning income for the owner besides providing a much-needed utility to the 
community.  
 
Professor Yunus is following this up with an experimental Village Computer and 
Internet Program or VCIP, which would provide an email and Internet service to 
villagers. Instead of paying for phone calls to contact relatives in the cities or friends 
abroad, the villagers will now be able to avail themselves of email for a fraction of the 
cost of a long distance call. A simple form of e-commerce will also been initiated by this 
system. Farmers will now be able to check out market prices and study the list of 
wholesalers in Dhaka by surfing the Web.  
  
Surfing the Web from the Hinterlands of the Dominican Republic. El Limon is a tiny 
village in the Ocoa region of the Dominican Republic.  With the help of a volunteer, Jon 
Katz of Cornell University, its residents built a local hydroelectric system to generate 
enough electricity to light their houses and their schoolhouse. CNN continues: 
 
Once they had electricity, the villagers hooked up a donated computer 
to the Internet using a digital radio and an antenna relay system that 
connects to the nearest phone line, ten miles away. Now, their school, 
which has no library – in a village with neither telephones nor indoor 
plumbing – has a connection to the World Wide Web… The students 
in El Limon are learning digital video editing on a computer and are 
making their own documentary about the hydroelectric project. They 
plan to show the video to other communities in the area – in the hope 
of repeating El Limon’s success story.12 
 
Community Cable TV and Cable Modem Interface. Yet another modality is community 
cable TV interfaced with the cable modem. This technology is being proposed for 
extension activities in per-urban communities using the Tambuli model. One of the most 
innovative undertakings in the area of ICT implemented during the nineties was a ten-
year Unesco-DANIDA funded project implemented in the Philippines called Tambuli. 
The project sought to determine and monitor the impact of communications technology 
                                                          
11   http://www.asia.cnn.com/SPECIALS/200/virtual_villages      
12 Ibid 
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on rural areas that were hardly reached by media. Low-cost, limited-ranged FM 
transmitters were installed in eight extremely poor municipalities in Luzon, Visayas and 
Mindanao. Local volunteers to operate the radio transmitters were trained by project 
staff. The programming and operations were essentially left to the host community. 
 
Tambuli, which in Filipino means “clarion,” thus established community FM radio 
stations in impoverished areas in the Philippines with the intention of improving the lives 
of people in these areas through the provision of timely information that would assist in 
community mobilization and the improvement of local government services. 
 
Does cable television and the Internet, hold as much promise in the RNR sector in 
Bhutan?  With cable TV networks now operating in 19 out of 20 dzongkhags, the 
potential is definitely present. In such a system, community cable television and high-
speed Internet through cable modem can be interfaced. The system offers a much 
broader bandwidth than what commercial Internet Service Providers offer (Figure 3). 
The cable modem system puts downstream data into a 6 MHz channel. Upstream data 
requires just 2 MHz since users download more information than they upload. 13  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. 
Cable Modem Bandwidth 
 
4.3 Geographic Information Systems 
 
Another ICT modality for the Bhutanese RNR sector is the GIS output map. Fisher and 
Nijkamp (1992) define GIS or geographic information system as a computer-based 
information system which attempts to capture, store, manipulate, analyze and display 
spatially referenced and associated tabular attribute data, for solving complex research, 
planning and management problems.14 ESRI (2000) describes it as a computer-based 
tool for mapping and analyzing things that exist and events that happen on earth. GIS 
technology integrates common database operations such as query and statistical analysis 
with the unique visualization and geographic analysis benefits offered by maps. In other 
words, GIS is a system that adds a spatial dimension to traditional databases by 
incorporating geo-referenced data.  
 
                                                          
13 How Stuff Works website 
14 Esteban C. Godilano. GIS: A tool in setting the policies and direction of agriculture in the 
Philippines. Paper presented to the faculty and staff of the UPLB College of Agriculture, College-wide 
seminar, 26 September 2001.  
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Being closely attached to land, water, and ecosystems, agriculture almost always has a 
spatial dimension. Applied to RNR research and planning, GIS then becomes a powerful 
tool for the analysis, interpretation, presentation, and application of research results in 
on-farm trials or even farmers’ fields. It produces accurate and contextualized, visual and 
locational representations of relationships between climate and commodities, soil type 
and recommended crops, productivity and cropping patterns, nutrition and land-use, 
agricultural technology and poverty. GIS provides a value added service to research data 
by bringing in visual and contextual elements that serve to concretize abstract concepts. 
An extension worker could better appreciate research results when seen in GIS output 
maps. Furthermore, he could easily arrive at its implications and is better able to relay it 
to his farmer-clients.  
 
A picture is worth a thousand words, so they say. GIS output maps serve as effective 
extension materials for farmers. An example of such a map is given below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  
Output Map of the ADB Rural Productivity Enhancement Project15 
                                                          
15 Groff, Stephen P., Neil Thurston and Tom Chidley. Infrastructure for rural productivity 
enhancement: A GIS-based approach to rural development project management in the Philippines. Asian 
Development Bank (Manila). 
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4.4 Institutional Development 
 
Considering its strengths and weaknesses in ICT, the RNR sector should immediately 
embark on an institutional development strategy to increase its capabilities and build its 
capacities to pursue the foregoing options. At present, ICS is institutionally constrained 
and incapable of fully implementing a knowledge management strategy, of strengthening 
ICT operations at the field level and of establishing a Web-based geographic information 
system. 
 
The Information and Communication Services is the ICT hub of the RNR sector. Its 
official mandate is to: design, develop and produce information and communication 
materials in support to RNR programmes; serve as the portal of RNR information and 
activities; and promote RNR programmes and activities. However, its expected role goes 
beyond these. An implied function, as stated early, on is to keep the RNR sector’s 
integrity by ensuring the smooth flow of information and communication within and 
without the system.   
 
The ICS would be in a better position to perform this role if it was elevated into a 
department. Hence, this document proposes that the Information and Communication 
Services of the Ministry of Agriculture be reconstituted into a line department, the 
Department of RNR Information and Communication, with regional, district and block 
level staff or information and communication officers (ICOs).  
 
The new organization will require additional trained manpower. However, the increase 
in staffing will be done in increments over a six year period as can be realistically 
accommodated. 
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4.5 Strategic Directions 
 
The preceding sections have provided ICT options, intervention models and proposals 
that may be considered by the RNR sector.  
 
Firstly, it was proposed that the sector adopt a knowledge management approach for its 
organizational communication needs. This was operationalized as the establishment of 
the RNR Knowledge and Information Management System to be administered by the 
ICS. 
 
Secondly, ICT should be strengthened at the dzongkhag and geog levels. This requires 
the establishment of interconnectivity at the national, regional, district and block levels. 
Since the infrastructure backbone is provided by the Ministry of Information and 
Communications, the RNR sector would focus on the so-called first mile and last mile 
linkages, i.e., the system in the MoA that links to the backbone and from the backbone to 
the users at lower levels. Employing the sectoral definition of ICT, however, 
strengthening it at the dzongkhag and geog levels would also refer to building up 
multimedia production and utilization capabilities. 
 
Thirdly, a Ministry-wide geographic information system (GIS) should be established. 
The entire Ministry should be using one standard: in software, basemap and database 
templates. 
 
Lastly, it was forwarded that the Information and Communication Services be upgraded 
into a line department in order to fulfil the above initiatives. This would entail upgrading 
its manpower resources in terms of both numbers and skills. 
 
In summary, the strategic directions that the RNR sector would take for its sectoral ICT 
master plan are as follows: 
 
• Establishing a knowledge management system within the MoA 
• Ensuring first mile and last mile linkages 
• Building up multimedia production and utilization capabilities 
• Establishing Ministry-wide GIS facilities and standards 
• Embarking upon institutional and human resource development 
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5. GOALS  
 
 5.1 BIPS Parameters 
 
The RNR sector’s ICT strategic directions that were just enumerated have been 
determined by the sector’s unique requirements and circumstances as described in the 
preceding section. However, such goals and strategies need to be situated within the 
parameters set by the Bhutan ICT Polices and Strategies or BIPS document recently 
released by the Ministry of Information and Communications. As explained earlier, the 
BIPS made use of the strategic components identified within the Digital Opportunities 
framework, i.e., policy, infrastructure, content and applications, human capacity, and 
enterprise.  
 
Under these categories, the BIPS identified eighty (80) ICT goals. Out of these eighty 
goals, the RNR sector has identified thirty-one goals that had direct and indirect 
relevance. The strategic directions identified in the preceding section were superimposed 
to the BIPS agenda and strategic responses for the thirty one relevant national ICT goals 
were crafted. These strategic responses constitute the RNR sector’s ICT for the Ninth 
and Tenth Planning Cycles.  
 
Found below is a set of matrices that contain the thrity-one relevant BIPS goals and the 
RNR sector’s counterpart goals. The left-hand side column represents the BIPS goals. 
The right-hand side column and all texts in Italics constitute the sector’s strategic 
response. Two of these goals have already been fulfilled: the maintenance of the MoA 
Website; and the launching of a shared, Web-based RNR M&E system. 
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5.2  Strategic Response of the RNR Sector  
 
POLICY 
 
 
Strategy P1.  By 2007, RGoB will use ICT to make governance more efficient, transparent 
and inclusive. 
 
P1.1 Establish policies on information-
sharing between agencies 
ICS launches a shared, Web-based 
Monitoring and Evaluation System for the 
RNR Sector for efficiency of operations, 
transparency and inclusiveness. 
2004 
P1.2 Establish policies on ICT security ICS shall trail blaze in the implementation 
of policies on ICT security among the 
development sectors. 
2005 
P1.3 Establish policies on use of free 
and open source software 
ICS shall trail blaze in the implementation 
of policies on open source software 
among the development sectors. 
2005 
P1.6 Establish ICT Units in each 
Ministry and major autonomous 
agency 
ICS is elevated into a line department that 
is responsible for ICT in the RNR Sector 
2005 
P1.7 Establish ICT Units in each 
Dzongkhag 
ICS shall design, develop and implement a 
continuing RNR program for ICT Units in 
each Dzongkhag 
2007 
P1.8 Each Ministry, autonomous body 
and agency to provide 75% of all 
possible public services 
deliverable through ICT  
ICS shall establish a Virtual Extension, 
Research and Communication Network 
under the RNR Knowledge and 
Information Management System 
2005 
 
TABLE 2. Strategic Responses of the RNR Sector to the BIPS Policy Agenda 
 
 
Additional Sectoral Strategy for Policy Development 1: By 2005, ICS shall explore 
technical assistance and funding facilities such as the JFICT, the World Bank Info Dev 
Grants, DFID, IDRC Pan Asia, and EU Asia IT&C in line with the MoA strategy of 
management and utilization of external assistance and the MoIC strategy to investigate 
ways to fund ICT services throughout Bhutan. 
 
Additional Sectoral Strategy for Policy Development 2: By 2006, farmer’s participation 
in RNR research, extension, content provision and program implementation will be 
increased through the use of handheld phones, two-way radio, email and rural radio 
forums. 
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INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
 
Strategy IN2.  By 2010, ensure an affordable, fast, secure, sustainable and appropriate ICT 
infrastructure throughout Bhutan. 
 
IN2.1 Deploy backbone infrastructure 
across Bhutan 
Establish point to point/ multichannel 
videoconferencing over IP facility 
between and among CORRB and the 
RNRRCs 
2007 
IN2.3 Establish Government-wide 
intranet connecting all agencies in 
Thimphu 
ICS establishes first mile links of RNR 
sector to Government-wide intranet. ICS 
provides RNR content in Government-
wide intranet 
2006 
IN2.4 Extend Government-wide intranet 
to all Dzongkhags headquarters 
ICS establishes last mile links of RNR 
sector at the district level 
ICS develops RNR content in 
Government-wide intranet 
2008 
IN2.5 Extend Government-wide intranet 
to all Geogs 
ICS establishes last mile links of RNR 
sector at the block level 
ICS provides RNR content in Government-
wide intranet 
2010 
IN2.6 Establish multipurpose telecentres 
in every Geog 
ICS develops RNR component of 
multipurpose telecentres  
2010 
IN2.8 Introduce and deploy advanced 
and appropriate technologies 
ICS introduces handheld simputers and 
spearheads adoption of WiFi LAN in 
RNRRCs with low-cost fabricated 
antennae. 
2005 
 
TABLE 3. Strategic Responses of the RNR Sector to the BIPS Infrastructure 
Agenda 
 
Additional Sectoral Strategy for Infrastructure Development. By 2005, ICS through 
MoIC explores participation in the APAN and AI3 Consortia to tap the non-commercial 
research and education backbone. 
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HUMAN CAPACITY 
 
 
Strategy HC1.  By 2009, all public and private sector ICT positions will be filled be well-
qualified national staff. 
 
HC1.1 Draft National ICT HRD plan, 
incorporating : 
• RGoB and private sector 
training needs assessment; 
• developing ICT occupational 
profiles for RGoB positions; 
• ICT career paths for RGoB 
ICT professionals 
ICS shall implement the RNR sector’s ICT 
HRD plan including ICT occupational 
profiles for RNR positions and ICT career 
paths for RNR ICT professionals. 
2005 
HC1.2 Make available relevant in-country 
and external training programs for 
ongoing education and constant 
skill upgrading for ICT 
professionals 
NRTI shall incorporate training on ICT 
skills into its curricula 
2007 
HC1.3 Ensure recruitment of qualified 
personnel for RGoB ICT positions 
ICT ensures recruitment of qualified 
personnel for RNR ICT positions 
2006 
 
Strategy HC5.  By 2006, majority of Bhutanese will be aware of the benefits of ICT. 
 
HC5.2 Incorporate ICT skills into 
community learning centres and 
NFE program 
RDTC shall incorporate ICT skills into its 
curricula 
2006 
HC5.3 Conduct a national ICT 
awareness-raising campaign 
ICS shall design, develop and produce 
communication materials on ICT 
applications for the RNR Sector 
2005 
 
TABLE 4.  
Strategic Responses of the RNR Sector to the BIPS Human Capacity Agenda 
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CONTENT AND APPLICATIONS 
 
 
Strategy CA2.  By 2008, Bhutan will use ICTs to preserve and promote its cultural 
heritage and boost the creation of local content 
 
CA2.3 Develop digital archive of significant 
Bhutanese cultural content in sound 
and picture formats 
ICS shall establish a Digital Documentation 
Service to capture local and indigenous 
knowledge and best practices on RNR 
management.  
2008 
 
Strategy CA5.  By 2008, all Bhutanese citizens will have real-time access to Bhutanese 
media. 
 
CA5.1 Extend FM radio coverage to all 
Dzongkhags 
ICS shall provide RNR content to BBS FM 
programs 
2005 
CA5.2 Kuensel printed on same day in all 
Dzongkhags 
ICS shall provide localized RNR content 
to Kuensel 
2006 
CA5.3 Extend real-time BBS TV 
coverage to all Dzongkhags 
ICS shall provide RNR content to BBS TV 
programs 
2008 
 
Strategy CA6.  By 2008, Bhutan will develop content and applications to support good 
governance. 
 
CA6.1 Establish data interoperability 
standards 
ICS shall assist in establishing data 
interoperability by recommending 
common database templates and common 
basemaps for all sectors. 
2005 
CA6.2 Support the implementation of a 
national GIS system 
ICS shall administer the national GIS 
service within the RNR Sector 
2006 
CA6.6 Re-develop and re-launch 
integrated RGoB web portal 
ICS shall develop RNR content for 
integrated RGoB web portal 
2005 
CA6.7 Establish online presence for all 
Ministries, autonomous bodies and 
agencies, including all publicly 
available documents 
ICS continues to maintain and regularly 
update MoA website 
2004 
CA6.8 Publish online information 
relevant to the public including : 
By 2005, ICS shall maintain an online 
documents management service for the 
RNR sector as a module of its RNR 
Knowledge and Information System.  
 
 - Acts, rules and regulations  2005 
 - Plans, goals, targets and 
progress 
 2007 
 - Contracts, procurements and 
tenders 
 2008 
 
TABLE 5.  Strategic Responses of the RNR Sector to the BIPS Content and 
Applications Agenda 
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Additional Sectoral Strategy for Content and Application: By 2007, CORRB will be 
able to tap regional and international RNR directory, bibliographic and factual 
databases by becoming a member of the South Asian Rice Wheat Consortium. 
 
 
ENTERPRISE 
 
 
 
Strategy E5.  Promote the appropriate use and application of ICT in non ICT businesses 
 
E5.1 Establish a sustainable national e-
commerce portal  
ICS shall provide RNR sector data for 
national e-commerce portal 
2007 
E5.4 Demonstrate and promote the use 
of ICT to improve efficiency in 
non-ICT businesses 
ICS shall have a fully operational Market 
Information System in-place serving 
national, regional and district levels. 
2007 
 
TABLE 6. Strategic Responses of the RNR Sector to the BIPS Enterprise Agenda 
 
 
5.3 ICT Goals for the RNR Sector for the 9th and 10th Planning Cycles 
  
In summary, these are the ICT Goals of the RNR Sector for the Ninth and Tenth 
planning cycles by DOT Strategic Components: 
 
POLICY 
 
1. By 2004, ICS launches a shared, Web-based Monitoring and Evaluation System 
for the RNR Sector for efficiency of operations, transparency and inclusiveness. 
2. By 2005, ICS is elevated into a line department that is responsible for ICT in the 
RNR Sector.  
3. By 2005, ICS shall explore technical assistance and funding facilities such as the 
JFICT, the World Bank Info Dev Grants, DFID, IDRC Pan Asia, and EU Asia 
IT&C in line with the MoA strategy of management and utilization of external 
assistance and the MoIC strategy to investigate ways to fund ICT services 
throughout Bhutan. 
4. By 2005, ICS shall establish a Virtual Extension, Research and Communication 
Network under the RNR Knowledge and Information System.  
5. By 2005, ICS shall trail blaze in the implementation of policies on ICT security 
among the development sectors.  
6. By 2005, ICS shall trail blaze in the implementation of policies on open source 
software among the development sectors.  
7. By 2006, farmer’s participation in RNR research, extension, content provision 
and program. implementation will be increased through the use of handheld 
phones, two-way radio, email and rural radio forums. 
8. By 2007, ICS shall design, develop and implement a continuing RNR program 
for ICT Units in each Dzongkhag. 
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INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
1. By 2005, ICS through MoIC explores participation in the APAN and AI3 
Consortia to tap the non-commercial research and education backbone. 
2. By 2005, ICS introduces handheld simputers and spearheads adoption of WiFi 
LAN in RNRRCs with low-cost fabricated antennae.  
3. By 2006, ICS shall establish first mile links of RNR sector to Government-wide 
intranet. ICS provides RNR content in Government-wide intranet. 
4. By 2007, ICS and CORRB shall establish point to point/ multichannel 
videoconferencing over IP capability between and among CORRB and the 
RNRRCs. 
5. By 2008, ICS shall establish last mile links of RNR sector at the district level and 
develops RNR content in Government-wide intranet.  
6. By 2010, ICS shall establish last mile links of RNR sector at the block level and 
provides RNR content in Government-wide intranet,  
7. By 2010, ICS shall develop RNR content for multipurpose telecentres.   
 
HUMAN CAPACITY 
 
1. By 2005, ICS shall implement the RNR sector’s ICT HRD plan including ICT 
occupational profiles for RNR positions and ICT career paths for RNR ICT 
professionals.  
2. By 2005, ICS shall design, develop and produce communication materials on 
ICT applications for the RNR Sector.  
3. By 2006, ICT ensures recruitment of qualified personnel for RNR ICT positions. 
4. By 2006, RDTC shall incorporate ICT skills into its curricula. 
5. By 2007, NRTI shall incorporate training on ICT skills into its curricula.  
 
CONTENT AND APPLICATIONS 
 
1. By 2004, ICS maintains and regularly updates MoA website. 
2. By 2005, ICS shall maintain an online documents management service for the 
RNR sector as a module of its RNR Knowledge and Information System.  
3. By 2005, ICS shall assist in establishing data interoperability among sectors by 
developing common database templates and common basemaps. 
4. By 2005, ICS shall develop RNR content for integrated RGoB web portal. 
5. By 2005, ICS shall provide RNR content to BBS FM programs. 
6. By 2006, ICS shall administer the national GIS service within the RNR Sector. 
7. By 2006, ICS shall provide localized RNR content to Kuensel. 
8. By 2007, CORRB will be able to tap regional and international RNR directory, 
bibliographic and factual databases by becoming a member of the South Asian 
Rice Wheat Consortium. 
9. By 2008, ICS shall establish a Digital Documentation Service to capture local 
and indigenous knowledge and best practices on RNR management. 
10. By 2008, ICS shall provide RNR content to BBS TV programs. 
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ENTERPRISE 
 
1. By 2007, ICS shall provide RNR sector data for national e-commerce portal. 
2. By 2007, ICS shall have a fully operational Market Information System in-place 
serving national, regional and district levels. 
 
These goals will be presented in the Sectoral ICT Master Plan under the thrusts set by 
the RNR ICT Strategic Directions, namely: 
 
• Institutional and Human Resource Development 
• Knowledge Management 
• Multimedia Production and Utilization 
• Geographic Information Systems 
• First and Last Mile Linkages 
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PART TWO 
 
SECTORAL ICT MASTER PLAN 
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1. INSTITUTIONAL AND HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
 
1.1  Recapitulation of Goals 
  
The following are the RNR sector’s goals on ICT institutional and human resource 
development arranged chronologically: 
  
• By 2005, ICS is elevated into a line department that is responsible for ICT in the 
RNR Sector.  
• By 2005, ICS shall explore technical assistance and funding facilities such as the 
JFICT, the World Bank Info Dev Grants, DFID, IDRC Pan Asia, and EU Asia 
IT&C in line with the MoA strategy of management and utilization of external 
assistance and the MoIC strategy to investigate ways to fund ICT services 
throughout Bhutan. 
• By 2005, ICS shall implement the RNR sector’s ICT HRD plan including ICT 
occupational profiles for RNR ICT positions and ICT career paths for RNR ICT 
professionals. 
• By 2005, ICS through MoIC explores participation in the APAN and AI3 
Consortia to tap the non-commercial research and education backbone. 
• By 2005, ICS shall trail blaze in the implementation of policies on ICT security 
among the development sectors. 
• By 2005, ICS shall trail blaze in the implementation of policies on open source 
software among the development sectors. 
• By 2006, ICT ensures recruitment of qualified personnel for RNR ICT positions. 
• By 2006, RDTC shall incorporate ICT skills into its curricula. 
• By 2007, NRTI shall incorporate training on ICT skills into its curricula. A Major 
in Extension Communication should be initiated.  
 
1.2 Department of RNR Information and Communication 
 
By 2005, ICS is elevated into a line department that is responsible for ICT in the RNR 
Sector.  
 
As stated earlier, ICS would be in a better position to perform its role of inter and intra-
organizational communication within and without the MoA if it was elevated into a 
department. Thus, the Information and Communication Services of the Ministry of 
Agriculture should be reconstituted into a line department, the Department of RNR 
Information and Communication (DRIC), with regional, district and block level staff or 
information and communication officers (ICOs).  
 
Its mandate of DRIC will be to serve as the RNR sector’s knowledge centre. Its 
organizational structure would approximate the following: 
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Figure 6. 
Proposed Organizational Chart of the DRIC 
 
DRIC shall be headed by a Director assisted by a Deputy Director for Operations and a 
Deptuy Director for Administration. The new department shall have five divisions: the 
Administrative Divisions; the Multimedia Division (which now combines the print, 
audio-visual, radio and television production with the addition of interactive CDROM); 
the Field Operations Division; the RNR Knowledge and Information Management 
System (under which the current IT and Web section will be situated, among others); and 
the GIS Division. Under the Field Operations Division are Regional Information and 
Communication Officers, who in turn, shall supervise District Information Officers. The 
Deputy Directors for Operations and Administration shall head the Field Operations and 
Administrative Divisions on a concurrent capacity. 
 
 1.3 Technical and Funding Assistance 
 
By 2005, ICS shall explore technical assistance and funding facilities such as the JFICT, 
the World Bank Info Dev Grants, DFID, IDRC Pan Asia, and EU Asia IT&C in line with 
the MoA strategy of management and utilization of external assistance and the MoIC 
strategy to investigate ways to fund ICT services throughout Bhutan. 
 
Should the ICS be elevated into the DRIC, it would need additional funding support 
which may not be readily available from the RGoB. Hence, technical assistance and 
funding facilities from external sources should be tapped in line with the national MoA 
strategy of management and utilization of external assistance. Furthermore, the BIPS 
encourages other sectors to investigate ways to fund ICT services and, as discussed in 
the Opportunities section, there are several options which may be availed of, most of 
which are facilities intended for least developed countries. All of these options are grants 
rather than loans. 
 
MINISTER  
SECRETARY  
DIRECTOR 
GIS Multimedia 
Division 
Deputy Director 
For Operations 
Field Operations 
Division
Administration 
Deputy Director 
For Administration
RNRKIMS 
REGIONAL ICO  REGIONAL ICO  REGIONAL ICO  REGIONAL ICO  
DISTRICT ICO DISTRICT ICO DISTRICT ICO 
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Among these are: 
 
• The Japan Fund for Information and Communication Technology (Annex D) 
• The World Bank Info Dev Grants 
• The UK Department for International Development Knowledge and Research 
Program (Annex E) 
• The International Development Research Centre of Canada Pan Asia Grants 
Programme (Annex F) 
• The EU Asia Information Technology and Communication Programme (Annex 
G) 
 
 1.4 Policy Thrusts 
 
By 2005, ICS shall trail blaze in the implementation of policies on ICT security among 
the development sectors. 
 
By 2005, ICS shall trail blaze in the implementation of policies on open source software 
among the development sectors. 
 
Two priority policy thrusts of ICS/DRIC is the management of ICT security for the RNR 
sector. This would entail levels of security management of which the provision of user 
names and passwords would be the first line of defence. Other measures such as the 
provision of firewalls would be instituted consistent with the guidelines determined by 
MoIC and other stakeholders of ICT security. 
 
Likewise, ICS/DRIC shall continue to maintain its Linux OS for the appropriate 
applications and gradually migrate to open source/ open code software as required. 
 
By 2005, ICS through MoIC explores participation in the APAN and AI3 Consortia to 
tap the non-commercial research and education backbone. 
 
The Asia Pacific Advanced Network or APAN is a non-profit international consortium 
established in 1997 designed to be a high-performance network for research and 
development on next generation applications and services. APAN provides an advanced 
networking environment for the research and education community in the Asia-Pacific 
region, and promotes global collaboration. Its objectives are: to coordinate and promote 
R&D activities on networking including technology, applications and services; and to 
provide an advanced networking environment for research and education communities in 
the Asia-Pacific region. 
On the other hand, the Asian Internet Interconnection Initiatives or AI3 is a regional 
research consortium among research institutes in the Asian region that aims to develop 
leading edge technologies for the Internet, such as IPv6, WWW caching and replication 
mechanisms, multimedia communication mechanisms, and applications for the advanced 
usage of the Internet.  
 
Both consortia have access to the research and education Internet backbone allotted by 
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for R&D, education, and distance learning use. 
The appropriate ministry in the RGoB, perhaps the Ministry of Information and 
Communication, should explore the possibility of joining these consortia, particularly 
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APAN, which has a sub-network for South Asia. Membership enables one to have access 
to the non-commercial research and education Internet backbone, which is virtually free. 
 
ICS or DRIC can take the lead in exploring this possibility with the end view of having 
CORRB utilize the bandwidth for videoconferencing over IP and knowledge networking.  
 
1.5 Human Resource Development 
 
By 2005, ICS shall implement the RNR sector’s ICT HRD plan including ICT 
occupational profiles for RNR ICT positions and ICT career paths for RNR ICT 
professionals. 
 
By 2006, ICT ensures recruitment of qualified personnel for RNR ICT positions. 
 
Occupational Profiles. A Human Resource Development Plan to equip the RNR Sector 
to realize its vision and fulfil its mission should be vigorously pursued and initiated. 
With the elevation of the ICS to the DRIC, a change in the occupational profiles of the 
staff would be in order. Currently, ICS has fourteen (14) management and technical 
staff. Their designations, qualifications and training are as follows: 
 
NAME DESIGNATION QUALIFICATIONS TRAINING 
Pema Lhamo Programme Director M.Sc. In Agri. Extension  
Sonam Phuntsho Sr. Video Producer Dip.(Cinematography) Video Production Technology 
Moti Raj Gurung Web Master B.E.Civil/Env. 
Workshop on Linux Adm. & 
Advance Web Designing 
(PHP and Active Server 
Pages)  
Karma Gyeltshen Program Officer B.Com (Honours) 
IEC Messages & Material 
Development 
Tobgye 
Info. & Commn. 
Officer B.Sc. Dev.Communication 
IEC Messages & Material 
Development 
Singye Wangmo 
Info. & Commn. 
Officer 
B.Sc. Dev. 
Communication 
IEC Messages & Material 
Development 
M.Sc.Communication 
Management 
Kencho Thinley 
Info. & Commn. 
Officer B.Com. (Hons.)
IEC Messages & Material 
Development, 
Thinley 
Wangchuk 
Info. & Commn. 
Officer B.A. Hons (Dzongkha) 
Design & development of 
presentation Materials 
Tshering Doma 
Bhutia Editor B. A.  
Sangey Choden Librarian Class X  
Library Management & 
Resource Sharing Networking 
Thinlay Dorji Layout Designer Diploma 
IEC Messages & Material 
Development 
Karma Tenzin Radio Producer Class X/ Diploma in Agri. 
Design & development of 
presentation materials 
Tashi Ugyen Network Admin B.Sc. 
Ugyen Dema Assist. Data Manager Class  XII/ DIMS  
 
TABLE 7. Current Staff Complement of ICS 
 
The Plan proposes the following changes in designation: 
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NAME DESIGNATION CHANGE IN DESIGNATION 
Pema Lhamo Programme Director Director 
Sonam Phuntsho Sr. Video Producer Senior Multimedia Officer 
Moti Raj Gurung Webmaster  
Karma Gyeltshen Program Officer  
Tobgye Info. & Commn. Officer  
Singye Wangmo Info. & Commn. Officer  
Kencho Thinley Info. & Commn. Officer  
Thinley Wangchuk Info. & Commn. Officer
Tshering Doma Bhutia Editor Multimedia Officer 
Sangey Choden Librarian Documents Management Officer 
Thinlay Dorji Layout Designer Multimedia Officer 
Karma Tenzin Radio Producer Multimedia Officer 
Tashi Ugyen Network Administrator  
Ugyen Dema Assistant Data Manager  
 
TABLE 8. Changes in Designation 
 
Furthermore, the following additional positions are recommended for the restructuring: 
 
• Deputy Directors (2) 
• Knowledge Manager (1) 
• GIS Manager (1) 
• Regional Information and Communication Officers (4) 
• District Information and Communication Officers (20) 
 
The qualifications for the above positions will be determined in accordance with civil 
service rules and regulations. 
 
Career Paths. The skills of the current staff will be upgraded through programmed study 
tours, short course, training courses and graduate degree programs which will be 
described in the succeeding sections.  The venues for these formal and nonformal 
programs have been selected based on their relevance to the Bhutanese situation. Hence, 
all except for one (Diploma in GIS, Penn State University) will be done in Asian 
countries.  
 
MoIC management and civil service guidelines shall determine the identification and 
scheduling of appropriate staff members for these study tours, training courses, short 
courses and graduate degree programs. However, an indicative scheduling may be found 
in the following matrix. This scheduling excludes distance learning programs which may 
be availed of while on active duty. 
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NAME DESIGNATION ACTIVITY 
Pema Lhamo Director 
• A Three-Week, Three-Country Study Tour on ICT4D (2005) 
• Doctor of Philosophy in Development Communication, UP Los 
Baños (2006) 
• Two-Week Study Tour on ICT Applications for Farmer 
Training in China (2008) 
Sonam Phuntsho 
Senior Multimedia 
Officer 
• A Three-Week, Three-Country Study Tour on ICT4D (2005) 
• Two Week Training Course on Interactive CDROM Production 
(2005) 
• Master of Science in Development Communication, UP Los 
Baños (2007) 
Moti Raj Gurung Web Master 
• Two Week Training Course on Interactive CDROM Production 
(2005) 
• Master of Science in Computer Science (2008) 
Karma Gyeltshen Program Officer 
• A Three-Week, Three-Country Study Tour on ICT4D (2005) 
• One Week Study Tour on Technology Packaging in Indonesia 
(2006) 
• Master of Science in Development Communication, UP Los 
Baños (2008) 
Tobgye 
Info. & Commn. 
Officer 
• Two-Week Study Tour on ICT Applications for Farmer 
Training in China (2008) 
Singye Wangmo 
Info. & Commn. 
Officer 
• Two-Week Study Tour on ICT Applications for Farmer 
Training in China (2008) 
Kencho Thinley 
Info. & Commn. 
Officer 
• Master of Science in Development Communication, UP Los 
Baños (2005) 
• Two-Week Study Tour on ICT Applications for Farmer 
Training in China (2008) 
Thinley 
Wangchuk 
Info. & Commn. 
Officer 
• One Week Study Tour on Technology Packaging in Indonesia 
(2006)  
• Master of Development Communication (English Program), 
Kasetsart University (2007) 
Tshering Doma 
Bhutia Multimedia Officer 
• Two Week Training Course on Interactive CDROM Production 
• Master of Development Communication (English Program), 
Kasetsart University (2007) 
Sangey Choden 
Documents 
Management Officer 
• One Week Study Tour on Technology Packaging in Indonesia 
(2006) 
• Master of Development Communication (English Program), 
Kasetsart University (2008) 
Thinlay Dorji Multimedia Officer 
• Two Week Training Course on Interactive CDROM Production 
(2005) 
• Short Course on Multimedia Production (2006) 
Karma Tenzin Multimedia Officer 
• Two Week Training Course on Interactive CDROM Production 
(2005) 
Tashi Ugyen Network Admin 
• Short Course On Enterprise GIS (2006) 
• Master of Science in Computer Science (2007) 
Ugyen Dema Assist. Data Manager
• Short Course on Multimedia Production (2006) 
• Short Course on Enterprise GIS (2006). 
 
TABLE 9. Indicative Scheduling of HRD Activities 
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1.6 Study Tours 
 
Selected ICS/ DRIC staff as well as CORRB technology packaging officers and 
researchers and NRTI faculty are recommended to undertake the following study tours: 
 
A Three-Week, Three-Country Study Tour on ICT4D. This three-week study tour will 
be conducted in three countries in Asia: Thailand, Indonesia and Sri Lanka. The purpose 
of the study tour is to orient the participants on innovative modes and applications of 
ICT4D, specifically for the agricultural sector. By the end of the study tour, the 
participants are expected to: recall ICT4D interventions that they have been exposed to; 
describe the features of innovative ICT modes and applications; and discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages of these strategies, modes and applications.  
 
Recommended agencies to visit are:  
 
• Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives (Thailand)  
• Department of Agricultural Extension (Thailand)  
• Kasetsart University Department of Extension and Communication (Thailand)  
• Chaing Mai University Forestry Extension Program (Thailand)  
• Agency for Agricultural Research and Development (Indonesia)  
• Institut Pertanian Bogor (Indonesia)  
• Ministry of Agriculture Centre for Agricultural Databases and Information 
(Indonesia) 
• Assessment Institute for Agricultural Technology (Indonesia) 
• Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock (Sri Lanka) 
• Department of Agriculture (Sri Lanka) 
• Audio-Visual Centre (Sri Lanka) 
• Peradeniya University (Sri Lanka) 
 
Two-Week Study Tour on ICT Applications for Farmer Training in China. This two-
week study tour will be conducted at the Central Agricultural Broadcasting and 
Television School in Beijing as well as its satellite schools in three provinces: He Bei, 
Manchuria, and Tibet or Mongolia. The purpose of this study tour is to orient the 
participants from ICS/DRIC and NRTI how ICT is applied for farmer training and 
extension workers’ education via the distance mode. By the end of the study tour, the 
participants should be able to:  recall ICT4D interventions that they have been exposed 
to; describe the features of innovative ICT modes and applications; and discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages of these strategies, modes and applications. 
 
One Week Study Tour on Technology Packaging in Indonesia. This one-week study 
tour will visit the Agency for Agricultural Research and Development of Indonesia as 
well as the Livestock Assessment Institute for Agricultural Technology (Bogor) and the 
Forestry Assessment Institute for Agricultural Technology (Kalimantan). The purpose of 
the study tour is to orient the participants from ICS/DRIC and CORRB on the 
Indonesian experience with regard to the research-extension-farmer interface. By the end 
of the study tour, the participants should be able to:  recall ICT4D interventions that they 
have been exposed to; describe the features of innovative ICT modes and applications; 
and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of these strategies, modes and 
applications. 
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1.7 Training Courses 
 
The appropriate ICS/DRIC staff are recommended to participate in the following training 
courses: 
 
Two Week Training Course on Interactive CDROM Production. This will be a custom-
made training course conducted at the Audiovisual Centre of the Department of 
Agriculture, Peradeniya, Sri Lanka. By the end of the training course, the participants 
should be able to: write scripts for interactive CDROMs on RNR themes; design the 
interface and navigation for the interactive CDROM; and execute and produce the 
interactive program. 
 
Two Week Training Course on ICT4D. This two-week off-the-shelf training course will 
be conducted at the UPLB College of Development Communication. At the end of the 
training course, the participants should be able to:  recall ICT4D interventions; describe 
the features of innovative ICT modes and applications; and discuss the advantages and 
disadvantages of these strategies, modes and applications. 
   
1.8 Short Courses 
 
The appropriate ICS/DRIC staff are recommended to undertake the following short 
courses: 
 
Short Course On Enterprise GIS. This is an off-the-shelf training course on enterprise 
or network GIS to be run by ESRI in Singapore. 
 
Short Course on Multimedia Production. This IS an off-the-shelf training course run by 
the Asian Institute of Journalism and Communication in Pasig City, Metro Manila. 
 
Short Courses on ICT4D (Distance Mode). These are a series of short courses to be 
offered by the University of the Philippines Open Campus beginning Academic Year 
2005-2006. They encompass the following topics: Knowledge Management; Documents 
Management; Digital Documentation; IMARK, Database Management, Multimedia 
Production and Web Writing.  
 
1.9 Degree Programs 
 
Finally, the following graduate degree programs are recommended to the appropriate 
ICS/DRIC staff in senior positions: 
 
• Master of Development Communication (English Program) Kasetsart 
University, Bangkok, Thailand. 
• Master of Science in Development Communication. University of the 
Philippines Los Baños – College of Development Communication, Los Baños, 
Laguna, Philippines 
• Doctor of Philosophy in Development Communication. University of the 
Philippines Los Baños – College of Development Communication, Los Baños, 
Laguna, Philippines 
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• Master of Science in Computer Science. University of the Philippines Los 
Baños – Institute of Computer Science, Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines 
• Master of Development Communication (Distance Mode). University of the 
Philippines Open University, Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines. www.upou.org  
• Master of Information Systems (Distance Mode). University of the Philippines 
Open University, Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines. www.upou.org  
• Diploma on Computer Science (Distance Mode).  University of the Philippines 
Open University, Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines. www.upou.org  
• Diploma on GIS (Distance Mode). Penn State University. www.pennstate.org   
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2. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT/ RNR KNOWLEDGE AND 
INFORMATION SYSTEM 
 
 2.1 Recapitulation of Goals 
 
The following are the RNR sector’s goals on knowledge management arranged 
chronologically: 
 
• By 2004, ICS maintains and regularly updates MoA website.  
• By 2004, ICS launches a shared, Web-based Monitoring and Evaluation System 
for the RNR Sector for efficiency of operations, transparency and inclusiveness. 
• By 2005, ICS shall establish a Virtual Extension, Research and Communication 
Network under the RNR Knowledge and Information System. 
• By 2005, ICS shall develop RNR content for integrated RGoB web portal. 
• By 2005, ICS shall maintain an online documents management service for the 
RNR sector as a module of its RNR Knowledge and Information System.  
• By 2007, ICS shall provide RNR sector data for national e-commerce portal. 
• By 2007, ICS shall have a fully operational Market Information System in-place 
serving national, regional and district levels. 
• By 2007, ICS and CORRB shall establish point to point/ multi-channel 
videoconferencing over IP facility between and among CORRB and the 
RNRRCs. 
• By 2007, CORRB will be able to tap regional and international RNR directory, 
bibliographic and factual databases by becoming a member of the South Asian 
Rice Wheat Consortium. 
• By 2008, ICS shall establish a Digital Documentation Service to capture local 
and indigenous knowledge and best practices on RNR management. 
 
The Renewable Natural Resources Knowledge and Information Management System or 
RNRKIMS will be established for the MoA. It shall be composed of the following 
integrated yet independently operating modules: Web Services; VERCON; Documents 
Management System; Digital Documentation; CORRB Videoconferencing; and 
Knowledge Networking.  
 
 Web Maintenance Module 
 
By 2004, ICS maintains and regularly updates MoA website. 
By 2005, ICS shall develop RNR content for integrated RGoB web portal. 
By 2007, ICS shall provide RNR sector data for national e-commerce portal. 
 
Under Web Services fall the maintenance and update of the MoA Website, as well as 
RNR portals and search engines. 
 
2.3 Virtual Extension, Research and Communication Network  
 
By 2004, ICS launches a shared, Web-based Monitoring and Evaluation System for the 
RNR Sector for efficiency of operations, transparency and inclusiveness. 
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By 2005, ICS shall establish a Virtual Extension, Research and Communication Network 
under the RNR Knowledge and Information System. 
 
By 2007, ICS shall have a fully operational Market Information System in-place serving 
national, regional and district levels. 
 
Under VERCON are two critical sub-modules: the RNR Sector Monitoring and 
Evaluation System; and the RNR Market Information System. The succeeding section 
will provide a more detailed description of VERCON.  
 
2.4. Documents Management Service 
 
By 2005, ICS shall maintain an online documents management service for the RNR 
sector as a module of its RNR Knowledge and Information System. 
  
The RNR Documents Management System will aim for the digitization, storage, 
retrieval and management of all official documents, correspondence and reports of the 
RNR Sector. It will have a built in multi-level search engine that would enable its users 
to access data or meta-data, knowledge or meta-knowledge contained in the stored 
digitized documents.  
 
2.5 Documentation Lessons Learned, Best Practices and Indigenous  
Knowledge  
 
By 2008, ICS shall establish a Digital Documentation Service to capture local and 
indigenous knowledge and best practices on RNR management. 
 
RNRKIMS should likewise contain a Digital Documentation Service for the capture, 
storage and retrieval of lessons learned, best practices and indigenous knowledge in 
digital video, audio, or photographic formats. 
 
2.6 CORRB Videoconferencing Over IP and Knowledge Network 
 
By 2007, ICS and CORRB shall establish point to point/ multichannel videoconferencing 
over IP facility between and among CORRB and the RNRRCs. 
 
By 2007, CORRB will be able to tap regional and international RNR directory, 
bibliographic and factual databases by becoming a member of the South Asian Rice 
Wheat Consortium. 
 
The system shall likewise administer a Videoconferencing over IP facility to service the 
Council of Renewable Natural Resources Research of Bhutan and its regional research 
centres. The Council has expressed the need for such a service for better coordination 
and collaboration among the RNRRCs. Lastly, RNRKIMS should likewise serve as the 
national focal point for the CORRB Knowledge Network. Again, the latter will be 
discussed in a succeeding section.  
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3. MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION 
 
 3.1 Recapitulation of Goals 
 
The following are the RNR sector’s goals on multimedia production and utilization 
arranged chronologically 
 
• By 2005, ICS shall provide RNR content to BBS FM programs. 
• By 2005, ICS shall design, develop and produce communication materials on 
ICT applications for the RNR Sector.  
• By 2006, farmer’s participation in RNR research, extension, content provision 
and program. implementation will be increased through the use of handheld 
phones, two-way radio, email and rural radio forums. 
• By 2006, ICS shall provide localized RNR content to Kuensel. 
• By 2007, ICS shall design, develop and implement a continuing RNR program 
for ICT Units in each Dzongkhag. 
• By 2008, ICS shall provide RNR content to BBS TV programs. 
• By 2010, ICS shall develop RNR content for multipurpose telecentres.   
 
3.2 Content Development 
 
By 2007, ICS shall design, develop and implement a continuing RNR program for ICT 
Units in each Dzongkhag. 
 
By 2010, ICS shall develop RNR content for multipurpose telecentres. 
 
ICS/ DRIC shall design an RNR program for the ICT units established by the MoIC in 
each of the 20 Dzongkhags. This RNR program outlines the RNR information and 
communication activities to be implemented at the district level. 
 
Similarly, exhibits, reading materials, posters, interactive CDROMs, databases, etc. will 
be made available to the multipurpose telecentres. 
 
3.3 Production of Communication Materials 
 
By 2005, ICS shall design, develop and produce communication materials on ICT 
applications for the RNR Sector.  
 
To contribute to the promotion and demystification of ICT, ICS/DRIC will design and 
develop promotional materials that showcase the RNR sector’s use of ICT. This will 
involve success stories and best practices. 
 
3.4 Farmers Participation 
 
By 2006, farmer’s participation in RNR research, extension, content provision and 
program. implementation will be increased through the use of handheld phones, two-way 
radio, email and rural radio forums. 
 
3.5 Media Collaboration 
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By 2006, ICS shall provide localized RNR content to Kuensel. 
 
By 2005, ICS shall provide RNR content to BBS FM programs. 
 
By 2008, ICS shall provide RNR content to BBS TV programs. 
 
ICS/DRIC shall continuously collaborate with the Bhutan Broadcasting Service and 
Kuensel for the provision of content for national and local consumption. 
 
4. GIS 
 
By 2005, ICS shall assist in establishing data interoperability among sectors by 
developing common database templates and common basemaps. 
 
By 2006, ICS shall administer the national GIS service within the RNR Sector. 
 
ICS/DRIC will serve as the hub of the geographic information systems facility within the 
Ministry of Agriculture. It shall propose and develop standards for database templates 
for data interoperability, sharing and reuse. It shall assist in the identification of common 
standards, particularly with regard to basemaps. 
 
5. FIRST AND LAST MILE LINKAGES 
  
By 2005, ICS introduces handheld simputers and spearheads adoption of WiFi LAN in 
RNRRCs with low-cost fabricated antennae.  
 
By 2006, ICS shall establish first mile links of RNR sector to Government-wide intranet. 
ICS provides RNR content in Government-wide intranet. 
 
By 2008, ICS shall establish last mile links of RNR sector at the district level and 
develops RNR content in Government-wide intranet. 
 
By 2010, ICS shall establish last mile links of RNR sector at the block level and provides 
RNR content in Government-wide intranet. 
 
SIMputers are handheld computers similar to personal digital assistants with SIM cards 
for data transmission and reception.  SIMputers may be used by an extension worker to 
provide pricing and market information to farmers received from a central server located 
in the dzongkhag. This technology has been tested successfully in Thailand by the Bank 
for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives. These small computers will be supplied 
to extension workers. Similarly, WiFi LAN alternatives for the Regional Research 
Centres will be explored through the use of locally fabricated antennae for as low as 100 
ngultrums only per antenna. 
 
First mile and last mile links of the RNR sector to the MoIC nationwide Intranet 
backbone shall be the responsibility of ICT/ DRIC. It shall design, procure and install the 
appropriate systems within the identified time frame. 
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6. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
 
 
Chronologically arranged, the ICT goals of the RNR sector for the Ninth and Tenth 
Planning Cycles are listed as follows: 
 
2004 
 
• The MoA-Information and Communication Services (ICS) maintains and regularly 
updates MoA website. 
• ICS launches a shared, Web-based Monitoring and Evaluation System for the RNR 
Sector for efficiency of operations, transparency and inclusiveness.  
 
2005 
 
• ICS is elevated into a line department that is responsible for ICT in the RNR Sector. 
• ICS shall explore technical assistance and funding facilities such as the JFICT, the 
World Bank Info Dev Grants, DFID, IDRC Pan Asia, and EU Asia IT&C in line 
with the MoA strategy of management and utilization of external assistance and the 
MoIC strategy to investigate ways to fund ICT services throughout Bhutan. 
• ICS shall implement the RNR sector’s ICT HRD plan including ICT occupational 
profiles for RNR positions and ICT career paths for RNR ICT professionals. 
• ICS shall establish a Virtual Extension, Research and Communication Network 
under the RNR Knowledge and Information System. 
• ICS shall maintain an online documents management service for the RNR sector as a 
module of its RNR Knowledge and Information System.  
• ICS shall develop RNR content for integrated RGoB web portal. 
• ICS shall assist in establishing data interoperability among sectors by developing 
common database templates and common basemaps. 
• ICS shall trail blaze in the implementation of policies on ICT security among the 
development sectors. 
• ICS shall trail blaze in the implementation of policies on open source software 
among the development sectors. 
• ICS introduces handheld simputers and spearheads adoption of WiFi LAN in 
RNRRCs with low-cost fabricated antennae.  
• ICS through MoIC explores participation in the APAN and AI3 Consortia to tap the 
non-commercial research and education backbone. 
• ICS shall provide RNR content to BBS FM programs. 
• ICS shall design, develop and produce communication materials on ICT applications 
for the RNR Sector.  
 
2006 
 
• ICT ensures recruitment of qualified personnel for RNR ICT positions. 
• ICS shall establish first mile links of RNR sector to Government-wide intranet. ICS 
provides RNR content in Government-wide intranet.  
• ICS shall administer the national GIS service within the RNR Sector.  
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• Farmers’ participation in RNR research, extension, content provision and program 
implementation will be increased through the use of handheld phones, two-way 
radio, email and rural radio forums. 
• RDTC shall incorporate ICT skills into its curricula. 
• ICS shall provide localized RNR content to Kuensel. 
 
2007 
 
• ICS shall provide RNR sector data for national e-commerce portal. 
• ICS shall have a fully operational Market Information System in-place serving 
national, regional and district levels. 
• ICS shall design, develop and implement a continuing RNR program for ICT Units 
in each Dzongkhag. 
• ICS and CORRB shall establish point to point/ multichannel videoconferencing over 
IP capability between and among CORRB and the RNRRCs. 
• CORRB will be able to tap regional and international RNR directory, bibliographic 
and factual databases by becoming a member of the South Asian Rice Wheat 
Consortium. 
• NRTI shall incorporate training on ICT skills into its curricula.  
 
2008 
 
• ICS shall establish last mile links of RNR sector at the district level and develops 
RNR content in Government-wide intranet. 
• By 2008, ICS shall establish a Digital Documentation Service to capture local and 
indigenous knowledge and best practices on RNR management. 
• ICS shall provide RNR content to BBS TV programs. 
 
2010 
 
• ICS shall establish last mile links of RNR sector at the block level and provides RNR 
content in Government-wide intranet,  
• ICS shall develop RNR content for multipurpose telecentres. 
 
 
The following Gantt Chart represents the tentative implementation Plan. 
 
Although a timeline has been set, please note that the target years were synchronized 
with the BIPS goals, except for two which were already fulfilled by the sector in 2004. 
For planning purposes, these two goals - the maintenance and update of the MoA 
Website and the launching of the RNR Sector shared, Web-based M&E System – were 
no longer included in the Chart. 
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ID Task Name
1 ICS elevated into line department, DRNRIC
2 RNR Sector's ICT HRD Plan implemented
3 VERCON established
4 Documents Management Service established
5 RNR content for RGoB portal initiated
6 GIS database templates/ basemaps stds set
7 Implement policy on ICT security
8 Implement policy on open source software
9 Introduce simputers/ low cost WiFi LAN in RRCs
10 Explore participation in APAN and AI3
11 Provide content to nationwide BBS FM
12 Produce promo materials on ICT for RNR
13 Ensure recruitment of qualified ICT personnel
14 Establish 1st mile links to RGoB Intranet
15 Administer national GIS service w/in RNR sector
16 Increase farmers'participation through ICT
17 RDTC starts basic ICT application skills training
18 Provide localized content to Kuensel
19 Provide sector data for nat'l eCommerce portal
20 Initiate Web-based Market Information System
21 Implement RNR ICT program at district level
22 Establish videoconferencing over IP for CORRB
23 Set-up CORRD Knowledge Network
24 NRTI incorporates ICT skills training into curricula
25 Establsih last mile links at district level
26 Establish digital documentation service
27 Provide RNR content for BBS TV
28 Establsih last mile links at block level
29 Provide RNR content for telecenters
30
3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
4 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
 
Figure 7.  
Implementation Plan 
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6. COST ESTIMATES (in Thousand Nu) 
 
TARGETS 2005 2006 2007 2008    2009 2010 TOTAL
ICS elevated into line department, DRIC 1000 2000 3000 2000 3000 3000 14000
Implement RNR Sector's ICT HRD Plan  500 750 1000 750 1000 500 4500
VERCON established 800 500 500   1800
Establish Documents Mgt Service  400   400
RNR content for RGoB portal initiated 200   200
GIS templates/ basemaps standards set 300   300
Implement policy on ICT security 300 200 100   600
Implement open source policy 500 300 100   900
Introduce simputers/ low cost WiFi LAN  1000   1000
Explore participation in APAN and AI3 20   20
Provide content to nationwide BBS FM 50   50
Produce promo materials on ICT for RNR 450   450
Ensure recruitment of qualified ICT staff -   -
Establish 1st mile links to RGoB Intranet 1000   1000
Administer GIS service w/in RNR sector 500   500
Increase farmers’ participation thru ICT 1500   1500
RDTC starts basic ICT skills training 100   100
Provide localized content to Kuensel 50   50
Provide sector data for eCommerce portal 50   50
Initiate Market Information System 500   500
Implement RNR ICT at district level 500   500
Establish videoconferencing over IP  700   700
Set-up CORRD Knowledge Network 700   700
NRTI incorporates ICTskills training  70   70
Establish last mile links at district level 500 200  700
Establish digital documentation service 250 250  500
Provide RNR content for BBS TV 100 50  150
Establish last mile links at block level  5000 5000
Provide RNR content for telecenters  500 500
TOTAL 5520 6900 7220 3600 4500 9000 36740
 
TABLE 9. Cost Estimates 
 
The estimated cost of implementing the RNR Sector ICT Master Plan over and above 
existing budget provisions of the Ministry of Agriculture is Nu 36,740,000 for a period 
of six years. 
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ANNEX A. 
 
INCEPTION REPORT 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Background/ Rationale 
 
In 2002, the Ministry of Agriculture of the Kingdom of Bhutan underwent a 
restructuring of its organization patterned after the Nested Interface Integrated Approach 
Model or NIIAM. The reorganization introduced “integrative unity at every level of the 
hierarchy.” Three line departments now cover the Renewable Natural Resources sector 
or RNR: the Department of Agricultural Services (DoS); the Department of Livestock 
Services (DLS); and the Department of Forestry (DoF). The Ministry’s Information and 
Communication Services or ICS provides information and communication support to 
these three line agencies. 
 
In line with its Vision 2020 National Goals and the Ministry of Agriculture’s strategy of 
ensuring well managed, cost-effective and responsive public services, the Kingdom of 
Bhutan intends to strengthen its information and communication technology applications 
to the RNR sector. Within the framework of the RNR sector’s Ninth Five-Year Plan 
(2002-2007), an ICS Master Plan has been drafted. However, the current ICS Master 
Plan requires substantive revisions along the lines of the RNR sector’s information and 
communication technology requirements.  
 
The ICS has thus engaged an ICT Policy Strategist for twenty-person days to design and 
develop an ICT Strategic and Master Plan, which reflects the RNR sector’s current 
thrusts on information and communication technology. The ICT Master Plan will cover 
not only the Ninth Five-Year Planning Cycle (2002-2007) but the Tenth Five-Year 
Planning Cycle (2008-2013) as well.   
 
Objective 
 
The objective of this engagement is to provide the Ministry of Agriculture with a 
blueprint and a road map to strengthen its ICT capabilities particularly as applied to the 
Renewable Natural Resources sector.  
 
Deliverables 
 
At the end of his engagement, the consultant is expected to submit the following outputs: 
 
1. An Inception Report for the Assignment 
2. An ICT Strategic Framework for the Renewable Natural Resources Sector 
3. An ICT Master Plan based on the strategic directions and policy options detailed in 
Deliverable 2 
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II. STRATEGIC PLANNING FRAMEWORK 
 
The framework that will be adopted for the strategic planning would be participatory and 
in nature and has the following elements: 
 
Mission/ Vision Identification. Mission and vision statements for the RNR Sector will 
be drafted based on earlier initiatives by the agency. 
 
Environmental Scanning. The MoA, facilitated by the Consultant, will assess the 
opportunities and threats to the strengthening of ICT capabilities of the agency. 
Opportunities include the current environment for ICT development in least developed 
countries (LDCs) as well as possible sources of technical assistance facilities and 
financial support from the international development assistance community. 
 
Organizational Analysis. The strengths and weaknesses of the agency will then be 
assessed. This would include an inventory of ICT hardware and software as well as 
networking and content provision. Furthermore, the current staff complement of the 
Information and Communication Services shall be assessed vis a vis their capability to 
fulfil the RNR sector’s mission. 
                                                                                                                                                                              
Targets, Competence and Priorities. What the RNR sector might do in terms of 
agricultural applications of ICT will be compared with what it can do and what it wants 
to do. In other words, a matching of its targets, competencies and priorities will be done 
to generate Goal Statements or what it should do. 
 
Strategic Directions. Once goal statements are generated, the most feasible strategic 
moves of the MoA will be enumerated and discussed. 
 
Policy Options. A set of policy options that reflect these strategic directions will also be 
drafted. 
 
Master Plan. The goals and strategic directions become the basis for the ICT Master 
Plan. 
 
Figure 1 gives the strategic planning framework adopted. 
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III. WORKPLAN 
 
The Consultant proposes to adopt the following work plan illustrated in the Gantt Chart 
found below.  
 
Upon arrival, an Inception Report will be drafted based on the Consultant’s 
understanding of the terms of reference. This Report will be refined after briefings and 
reviews of relevant documents. Courtesy calls we made to relevant officials followed by 
the finalization of the Inception Report. Data gathering, site visits, analysis of secondary 
data and key informant interviews will be conducted thereafter, in consonance with the 
write-up of the strategic and master plans. This will be followed with a Consultative 
Workshop with technical staff of the Ministry as well as other stakeholder agencies. 
 
The ICS Strategic Plan and the ICT Master Plans will be presented to the appropriate 
officials of the Ministry for comments and suggestions. Appropriate revisions will be 
made prior to submission. 
 
ID Task Name
1 Arrival and Mobilization
2 Preparation of Inception Report
3 Briefing and review of relevant documents
4 Presentation of draft Inception Report
5 Courtesy call with relevant officials
6 Revision of Inception Report
7 Submission of revised Inception Report
8 Data gathering, site visits, key informant interviews
9 Write-up of Strategic ICT Master and HRD Plans
10 One-Day Consultation Workshop
11 Presentation of Draft Plans to Ministry officials
12 Revision of Strategic/ ICT Master Plans
13 Submission of Revised Strategic/ICT Master Plans
6/19
6/21
6/23
6/29
7/2
7/5
W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W
 13, '04 Jun 20, '04 Jun 27, '04 Jul 4, 
 
Figure A-2.  
Gantt Chart 
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ANNEX B. 
 
TERMS OF REFERENCE 
ICT POLICY STRATEGIST 
 
An ICT Policy Strategist will be engaged to provide the Ministry of Agriculture with a blueprint 
and a road map to strengthen its ICT capabilities. Under the supervision of the Program Director 
of ICS, Ministry of Agriculture, and in consultation with appropriate officials, the ICT Policy 
Strategist will: 
 
1. Prepare and submit an Inception Report covering the objectives, strategic planning 
framework, workplan and description of deliverables of the project; 
 
2. Design, develop and prepare a Strategic Plan for the Ministry of Agriculture Information 
and Communication Service inclusive of the following components: Vision Statement, 
Mission Statement, SWOT Analysis, Strategic Directions and Policy Options;  
 
3. Design, develop and prepare an ICT Master Plan based on the strategic directions and 
policy options detailed in Task 3, inclusive of: an ICT Applications Development Plan; 
an ICT Infrastructure Development Plan; and an ICT Human Resources Development 
Plan; 
 
4. Gather data for the above through documents analysis, analysis of secondary data, key 
informant interviews and site visits as appropriate;  
 
5. Facilitate a One-Day Consultative Workshop for the ICT Master Plan;  
 
6. Design, develop and deliver a presentation on the ICT Strategic and Master Plans to 
Ministry officials; and 
 
7. Based on the comments and suggestions of MOA officials, submit a final version of the 
ICT Strategic and Master plans for the MOA-ICS. 
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ANNEX C. 
 
KEY INFORMANTS  
AND OFFICIALS MET 
 
The Honorable Sangay Ngedup 
Minister of Agriculture 
Kingdom of Bhutan 
 
Mr. Sangay Thinley 
Secretary 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Dasho Dawa Tshering 
Director of Forestry 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Sherub Gyeltshen 
Director of Agriculture 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Tenzin Dhendup 
Director of Livestock 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Dr. Pema Choephyel 
Director, CORNRRCB 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Tenzin Chhoeda 
Director of Information Technology 
Ministry of Communications 
 
Ms. Pema Lhamo 
Director 
Information and Communication Service 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Ms. Chime P. Wangdi 
Deputy Secretary for Policy and Planning 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Sonam Wangdi 
Deputy Secretary for Admin and Finance 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Cheki Khorlo 
Survey General 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Dr. Lungten Norbu 
Program Director, CORNRRCB 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Ms. Sangay Duba 
Program Director, CORNRRCB 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Mahesh Kimiri 
Research Officer, CORNRRCB 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. P.P. Nepal 
Technology Packaging Officer 
CORNRRC, Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Dorji Dhradhul 
Chief Extension Officer, CORRB 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Dawa Penjor 
Department of Information and Media 
Ministry of Information & Communication 
 
Mr. Tobgye 
Information and Communication Services 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Karpo Dukpa 
Information Management Service, PPD 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Pema Choegyel 
Information Management Service, DOF 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
 
Ms. Tshering Doma Bhutia 
Editor, ICS 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Sonam Tobgyal 
Bhutan Broadcasting Service 
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Mr. Jigme Tenzing 
Department of Information Technology 
Ministry of Information & Communication 
 
Mr. Karma Gyeltshen 
Administrative Officer, ICS 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Motiraj Gurung 
Webmaster, ICS 
 
Mr.Tashi Ugyen 
Network Administrator, ICS 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Tshering Tobgye 
Information Management System, DOA 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Mr. Sangye Chewang 
Agriculture Marketing Section 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Ms. Ugyen Dema 
Assistant Data Manager, ICS 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
Ms. Mayumi Miyata 
Policy and Planning Division 
Ministry of information and 
Communication 
 
Mr. Marcus Schafer 
Programme Officer, South East Asia 
Swiss Agency for Devt and Cooperation 
 
Mr. Erwin Koenig 
Resident Coordinator 
Helvetas/SDC 
 
Mr. Chris Hartmann 
IT Specialist, Rural Devt Training Centre 
Helvetas/ SDC 
 
Ms. Olivia Hartman 
Training Specialist, NRTI 
Helvetas/SDC 
 
Dr. Phub Dorji 
Faculty Head, Animal Science Division 
Natural Resources Training Institute 
 
Mr. R.B. Chatri 
Faculty Head, Agriculture 
Natural Resources Training Institute 
 
Mr. D.N. Pradham 
DoA and DoL Extension Officer 
Shengana Geog 
 
Mr. P.B. Giri 
DoF Extension Officer 
Shengana Geog 
 
Mr. Tikaram Thapa 
DoA Extension Officer 
Gase Tsho Hom Geog 
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ANNEX D. 
 
CONCEPT PAPER TEMPLATE FOR THE JFICT 
 
Title: ______________________________________________ 
 
1. Type of assistance (check): 
  Lending 
  Nonlending (PPTA) 
  Nonlending (ETSW/ID) 
 
ETSW = economic, thematic, and sector work, ID = institutional development, 
PPTA = project preparatory technical assistance, 
Date:____________________ 
 
2. Country:  
 
3.  Responsible division/department: 
 
4. Responsible ADB officer (if known): 
 
5. Description of assistance (for project preparatory TA, describe the ensuing project): 
 
 a. Background/linkage to country/regional strategy: 
 
 
 
 b. Goal and purpose: 
 
 
 
 c. Components, outputs, specific deliverables: 
 
 
 
 
 d. Expected results and deliverables: 
 
 
 
 
 e. Social or environmental issues or concerns (if any): 
 
 
 
 
 f. Plans for disseminating results/deliverables (for nonlending assistance): 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Proposed executing/implementing agencies: 
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7. Nature/extent of government/beneficiary involvement in identification or conceptualization of the 
assistance: 
 
8. Timetable for assistance design, processing, and implementation: 
 
 a. Year included in CSP/CSP Update: 
 
 b. If PPTA for project/program design is required, expected date of PPTA approval: 
 
 c. Period and duration of assistance: 
 
 
 d. Date of expected ADB approval: 
 
 
 e. Expected start of implementation: 
 
 
 f. Expected duration: 
 
  CSP=country strategy and program
9. Assistance focus: 
 a. Elements of assistance (check more than one, if applicable): 
 
                       [     ]     Physical investments  
                       [     ]     Economic, thematic, and sector work 
                       [     ]     Policy/institutional development 
 
 b. If assistance focuses on a particular sector or subsector, specify the: 
 
                  Sector:_________________________   Subsector:_________________________ 
 
 
 c. For ensuing loans, project/program classification (check one): 
 
                        [     ]    Core poverty intervention     
                        [     ]    Poverty intervention       
                        [     ]    Others (specify) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
 d. Key thematic area(s) (check more than one category, if applicable): 
 
                        [     ]    Economic growth                    [    ]   Human development    
                        [     ]    Gender and development        [    ]   Good governance   
                        [     ]    Environmental protection       [    ]    Private sector development 
                        [     ]    Regional cooperation              [    ]   Social protection   
                        [     ]    Other:_____________________________________________ 
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10. Financing Plan: 
 a. Resources assistance: 
 
                        [     ]     None required, other than ADB staff  (explain in Background, Section 6a) 
                        [     ]     ADB resources required for project preparation/design  
                                    (check type of resources): 
 
                                     [     ]     TA        
                                     [     ]     Staff consultant     
                                     [     ]     External cofinancing     
                                     [     ]     TA loan 
 
  If TA is required, check potential source of funds: 
 
                         [     ]     JFICT                                     [    ]    TASF 
                         [     ]     JJSF                                        [    ]    Other (specify):______________________________ 
 
JFICT=Japan Fund for Information and Communications Technology, JSF=Japan Special Fund, 
TASF=Technical Assistance Special Fund. 
 
 b. Financing: 
            If loan is required, indicate type of loan: 
                         [     ]    Project loan                              [    ]   Program loan    
                         [     ]    Sector loan                               [    ]   Sector development program 
                         [     ]    Other (specify) ): ______________________________________ 
            If TA is attached, indicate possible source of TA: 
                         [     ]    JSF                                           [    ]   TASF 
                         [     ]    TA loan                                    [    ]   Other (specify): _______________________________ 
 
             If cofinancing is required, indicate sources (e.g., JFPR, GEF, etc.) and 
             amount sought:_____________________________________________________ 
 
GEF=Globan Environment fund, JFPR=Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction, JSF=Japan Special 
Fund, TASF=Technical Assistance Special Fund. 
 
 c. For project/program preparatory technical assistance (PPTA) only: cost estimates and 
proposed financing arrangements for preparation and design (if needed, provide estimate of TA loan, 
staff consultant budget, cofinancing, etc.): 
 
         ADB financing (indicate amount and type): _________________________________________ 
         Other financing (indicate amount and type):_________________________________________ 
 
Note: If a TA is required, the following text should be provided: The total cost of the TA is estimated at $_____ 
equivalent, comprising $_____ in foreign exchange and $_____ equivalent in local currency costs. It is proposed 
that ADB provides $_____ equivalent on a grant basis to finance the entire foreign exchange cost and $_____ 
equivalent of the local currency cost. The Government will finance the remaining $_____ equivalent of the local 
currency costs. 
 
 d. Cost estimates and proposed financing arrangements for implementation (if known, provide 
estimate of loan, TA, cofinancing, etc.): 
 
        ADB financing (amount and type):____________________________________________ 
        Other financing (amount and type):___________________________________________ 
 
Note: Mention the groups or institutions in Government and civil society (including nongovernment organizations) 
that have been consulted about the project, and the nature of the consultations. 
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ANNEX E. 
 
Engineering Knowledge and Research Programme 
  Competitive Component - Bid Round 2003/4 
 
Concept Note Application Form 
 
Project Title  
 
 
  
Name of organisation  
& full postal address 
(inc postcode & country) 
 
 
 
 
  
Contact person’s name & 
position 
 
 
  
Contact person’s email & tel. 
number 
 
 
  
Sector and theme number eg 
W1, W3 
Primary: 
 
If applicable, secondary: 
 
  
For DFID Office Use: 
Application reference number  
The Applicant is required to provide two electronic versions, one in Microsoft Word format (*.doc) and one in rich 
text format (*.rtf) on floppy disk and two printed copies. Envelopes should be marked “COMMERCIAL: IN 
CONFIDENCE” and have the full return address of the applicant on the reverse side of the envelope.  The completed 
Concept Note should be sent to;  “Sector Name and Theme Number” (e.g.: Water W3) 
EngkaR Programme 2003-4 
Room 8E13 
Infrastructure and Urban Development Department 
 DFID 
1 Palace Street 
London,  SW1E 5HE 
 
The closing date for Concept Notes is 2.00pm Tuesday 16 July 2002. 
Project summary  
 
Project purpose 
 
 
 
 
 
DFID 
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Project cost  
 
 
  
Project duration  
(total in months) 
 
 
 
  
Collaborators(s)  
1  
 
2  
 
3  
 
4  
 
Proposed locations  
1  
 
2  
 
3  
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Logical framework  
 
Narrative summary Verifiable indicators 
 
Means of 
verification  
Important 
assumptions 
Goal 
This will be one of the sector KaR 
themes as detailed in the information 
pack 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Leave blank 
 
Leave blank 
 
(Goal to Supergoal) 
 
Leave blank 
Purpose 
Give the project purpose 
 
What can be accomplished by the 
project if it successfully addresses 
and deals with an identified problem 
ie the expected changes given 
satisfactory completion of all the 
project outputs and activities 
 
 
 
 
 
What are the quantitative 
measures or qualitative 
evidence by which 
achievement and 
distribution of impacts and 
benefits can be judged 
(estimated time) 
 
Do not complete 
 
(Purpose to Goal) 
 
What conditions 
external to the project 
are necessary if 
achievements of the 
project’s purpose is to 
contribute to reaching 
the project goal? 
Key outputs 
Indicate each of the Key outputs that 
are to be produced by the project in 
order to achieve project purpose  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What kind and quantity of 
outputs, and by when will 
they be produced? (quantity, 
quality, time) 
 
 
Do not complete 
 
(Output to Purpose) 
 
What factors external to 
the project are 
necessary if the outputs 
are to enable the project 
purpose to be achieved? 
 
 
 
Activities 
Do not complete 
 
Inputs/Resources 
Do not complete 
 
 
 
 
Do not complete 
 
Do not complete 
 
 
Do not complete 
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Background         (up to 400 words) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Target institutions and beneficiaries    (200 words) 
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Purpose and outputs        (500 words) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Research methodology        (300 words) 
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Competence and experience    (150 words) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Collaborating organisation(s)      (150 words) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Financial summary 
 
Estimated costs (£ 10,000s) 2003-4 2004-5 2005-6 2006-7 2007-8 
      
      
TOTAL COSTS      
 
Total Estimated cost to nearest £10,000  Duration  
 
Will VAT be charged, YES/NO/Don’t Know   
 
Is it likely that this proposal will attract any co-funding? YES/NO/Don’t Know  
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ANNEX F.  
 
PanAsia R&D Grants Programme 
Application Form  
The International Development Research Centre (IDRC) 
Tanglin P O Box 101, Singapore 912404 
 
 
 
This application form is to be submitted along with a full project proposal and complete budget. 
 
 
 Date: ___________________ 
 
 
I IMPLEMENTING ORGANIZATION 
 
 
 
Name of Organization 
submitting the proposal: 
 
 
Contact Person/Designation:  
 
Permanent Address: 
 
 
Country: 
 
Mailing Address: 
(if different from permanent) 
 
 
 
Country: 
 
Telephone:  
 
Fax:  
 
E-Mail:  
 
URL:  
 
 
 
 
II PROJECT INFORMATION 
 
 
 
Title of Proposed Project:  
 
Country/Region where the 
project will take place: 
 
 
Duration of Project: From (yy/mm) To (yy/mm) Total Number 
of Months: 
   
 
 
 
 
Abstract of Project Proposal 
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Please summarize the proposed project in approximately 250 words, including the development problem 
and issues to be addressed; main information Technologies/tools to be used, tested or developed; expected 
research results (use separate sheet and attach to end of application). 
 
 
Project Objectives: 
 
General Objective: 
 
Specific Objectives: 
 
 
 
Project Proposal: 
 
Submit, in a separate document, your project proposal in detail.  For a proposal under the "Small Grant" 
category of CAD$15,000 or less, the proposal should be no more than 5 pages in length.  For a "Large 
Grant" of CAD$75,000 or less, the proposal should be no more than 10 pages. 
 
For information on proposal writing guidelines, please refer to the PanAsia R&D Programme guidelines, 
under Proposal Writing Guidelines and Procedures  (URL: http://www.PanAsia.org.sg/PanRnD. 
 
 
 
 
III PARTNERS 
 
 
Partner Organization(s): 
 
Please list all partner organizations involved in this project.  Organizations from countries outside Asia 
submitting proposals must be affiliated with a “lead” organization from the region. 
 
 
Partner Organizations: 
 
Organization (1) Organization (2) 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact 
Person/Designation: 
 
  
 
Address: 
 
  
 
Telephone: 
 
  
 
Fax: 
 
  
 
E-Mail: 
 
  
 
 
 
IV PROJECT BUDGET 
 
 
 
 Local Currency Canadian Dollars 
 
Amount of request Grant:   
 
Contribution by:   
  RNR Sector ICT Master Plan 
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 Local Currency Canadian Dollars 
 
Implementing Organization:   
 
Partner Organization(s): 
 
(1)   
 
(2)   
 
 
Notes on Budget Breakdown 
 
Please submit, along with your full project proposal, a detailed budget for your project.  This 
MUST be in local currency.  The budget has to be broken down into the following 
categories, where applicable,  indicating the financial contributions by each partner.  
 
Capital Equipment Hardware and software; include number of units and 
unit cost. 
 (e.g. 3 Pentium Computers - 3 x S$1000/unit = S$3,000 
 
Salaries Remuneration, allowances and honoraria paid to project 
staff; include rate per month or day. 
(e.g.  1 Network Engineer - S$500/mnth x 12 mnths = 
S$6,000) 
 
Professional Services Expenses related to acquiring the services of a 
consultant for a specific activity within the project.  
Include fees, travel, accommodation, living expenses, 
and support services hired directly by the consultant and 
billed to the project. 
(e.g. Fees   : 2 days x S$100/day = S$200 
Airfare   : S$200 
    Per diem :  S$50/day x 3 days = S$150 
            Accom  :  S$70/day x 3 days = S$210 
Transportation: S$50 ) 
 
Research Expenses Services and materials required to carry out the research.  
Include remuneration of persons who gather data and 
information, maintenance and operation of project 
vehicles, consumable goods and non capital equipment, 
computer services, in-country travel, reference 
materials, conference registration; costs related to 
dissemination of research results, seminar and 
conference equipment rental and printing. 
(e.g. Informants for data collection : 
        5 persons x S$20 each x 7 days = S$700) 
  
International Travel International travel incurred by project staff.  Include 
ground transportation, accommodation, meals, airfare, 
departure taxes and other related expenses.  
(e.g. Two project staff to attend INET Conference in 
Kuala Lumpur 
         
      Airfare  : 2 persons x S$200 per person = S$400 
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      Per diem : S$50/day x 3 days x 2 persons = S$300 
      Accom. : S$70/day x 3 days x 2 persons = S$320 
     Transportation : S$50 per person x 2 persons   = S$100 
 
Support Services Administrative services  in support of  the research such 
as  communication costs and photocopying.  Do not 
include overhead or organizational administration costs 
such as accounting, secretarial help, office rental, utility 
charges and office furnishings. 
(e.g. Internet communications - S$30/mth x 12 mths = 
 S$360) 
 
 
 
 
 
======================== END OF FORM ======================== 
 
 
 
 
 
Application Check List 
 
____ Completed Application Form 
 
____ Project Proposal 
 
____ Project Abstract 
 
____ Detailed budget 
 
 
 
Submit by E-Mail to ApplyRnD@pan.idrc.org.sg 
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ANNEX G. 
ASIA IT&C APPLICATION FORM 
 
 
European Commission 
 
Asia-Information Technology and 
Communications 
 
 
Grant Application Form 
2004 
Budget Line B7-3010 
 
Name of the applicant:  
 
Dossier No MPM - 
(for internal use only) 
 
Notice 
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Please read and complete this form with all due care.  Omissions cannot be 
rectified; if any information or document is missing, your application will be 
rejected. 
 
THE ACTION 
Description 
Title 
Title of the action or acronym if the title takes more than 25 characters 
+ programme component and area(s) of activity (see Guidelines chapter 2.1.3 p. 6-8) 
+ duration of the action in months 
 
Location 
Countries/territories, region(s), town(s) 
 
Amount requested from the European Commission 
 
Total eligible cost of the action Amount requested from 
the European Commission 
% of total cost of action 
 EUR   EUR   % 
 
Summary 
Maximum 10 lines, including information on (a) the aim of the action, (b) the target groups and (c) the 
main activities of the action. 
 
Objectives 
Maximum 1 page. Describe the overall objective(s) and the specific objective of the action. 
 
Justification 
Maximum 3 pages.  Provide the following information according the corresponding subtitles: 
 
(a) relevance of the action to the objectives of the programme 
(b) relevance of the action to the priorities of the programme 
(c) identification of perceived needs and constraints in the target countries 
(d) list of target groups and estimated number of direct and indirect beneficiaries 
(e) reasons for the selection of the target groups and activities 
(f) relevance of the action to the target groups  
 
Detailed description of activities 
Maximum 9 pages.  Include the title and a detailed description of each activity to be undertaken to 
produce the results, specifying where applicable the role of each partner (or associates or 
subcontractors) in the activities. In this respect, the detailed description of activities must not be 
confused with the plan of action  (see 1.1.9). 
 
Methodology 
Maximum 4 pages.  Detailed description of:  
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a. methods of implementation 
b. reasons for the proposed methodology  
c. how the action intends to build on a previous action (where applicable)  
d. procedures and timeframe for internal evaluation of progress of the action 
e. level of involvement and activity of other organisations (partners or others) in the action 
f. reasons for the role of each partner 
g. team proposed for implementation of the action (by function: there is no need to include 
the names of individuals here) 
(Please use the proposed subtitles.) 
 
Duration and plan of action  
The duration of the action will be ___ months. 
Note: The indicative plan of action should not mention actual dates, but should start with “month 1”, 
month 2”, etc.  Applicants are recommended to leave a certain amount of slack in the timetable of their 
action plan as a precaution. The action plan should not include detailed descriptions of activities, but 
just their title (please ensure that these match the titles listed in section 1.1.7). Any months without 
activities must be included in the action plan and the duration of the action.  
The action plan for the first year of implementation should be sufficiently detailed to give an overview 
of the preparation and implementation of each activity. The action plan for each of the following years 
(depending on the action's duration) may be more general and should only list the main activities 
foreseen for those years.16 The action plan must be drawn up using the following format: 
 
                                                          
16  A more detailed action plan for each subsequent year will have to be submitted before receipt of new pre-
financing payments, pursuant to Article 2(2) of the General Conditions of the grant contract (see Annex E). 
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Year 1 Semester 1 Semester 2  
Activity Month 
1 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Implementing body 
Example             Example 
Preparation 
Activity 1(title) 
            Local partner 1 
Execution 
Activity 1(title) 
            Local partner 1 
Preparation  
Activity 2 (title) 
            Local partner 2  
Etc.              
              
              
              
              
 
 
 
For the following years:         
Activity Quarter 
5 
Quarter 
6 
Quarter 
7 
Quarter 
8 
Quarter 
9 
Quarter 
10 
Quarter 
11 
Quarter 
12 
Implement
ing body 
Example example        example 
Execution 
Activity 1(title) 
        Local 
partner 1 
Execution 
Activity 2(title) 
        Local 
partner 2 
Preparation 
Activity 3 
(title) 
        Local 
partner 1 
Etc.          
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Expected results 
Estimated impact on target groups 
Maximum 2 pages.  Indicate: 
(a) how the action will improve the situation of the target groups; 
(b) how the action will improve and management capacities of target groups or partners (where 
applicable). 
Publications and other outputs 
Maximum 1 page.  Be specific and quantify outputs as much as possible.  These should be in addition 
to the specific outputs required by Asia IT&C which are described at the end of this section (see Notes 
to Section 1.2.2), but should include a description (maximum 1 page) of how the monitoring and 
evaluation requirements will be met.  
 
Notes to Section 1.2.2: Reporting and deliverables 
 
In formulating a proposal, Applicants should take into account that quarterly reporting is requested, 
which comprise a technical and financial portion and is to be based on the following themes: 
• Comparison of targets vs actual 
• Means envisaged vs employed 
• Results expected vs obtained 
• Actual progress vs task schedule 
• Remedial action proposed (if any is required) 
 
An original copy of reports must be submitted, as well as an electronic version. Applicants must also 
consider that the final results of an Action must comprise a set of mandatory deliverables which consist 
of: 
a. Report on the key findings and observations made; 
b. Proposal on recommendations for further action, including an estimation of the time 
schedule foreseen; 
c. Short press article (+/- 500 words), describing briefly the action, its activities and 
achievements, to be inserted in the Asia IT&C Newsletter and/or other publications; 
Multiplier effects 
Maximum 1 page.  Describe the possibilities for replication and extension of action outcomes. 
Short- and long-term impact 
Maximum 3 pages.  Distinguish between the following three dimensions of the short and long-term 
impact: 
a. The financial aspect (how will activities be financed when the grant ends?) 
b. Institutional level (Will structures allowing the activities to continue be in place at the end 
of the action? Will there be local "ownership" of action outcomes?) 
c. Policy level (What structural impact will the action have - e.g. will it lead to improved 
legislation, codes of conduct, methods, etc?) 
Budget for the action 
Fill in Annex B (worksheet 1) for the total duration of the action and for its first 12 months. For further 
information see the Guidelines for grant applicants (Section 2.1.4). 
Expected sources of funding 
Fill in Annex B (worksheet 2) to provide information on the expected sources of funding for the action. 
To switch between Excel Worksheets, click the tab at the bottom of the screen. 
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THE APPLICANT 
Identity 
 
Full legal name  
(business name): 
 
Acronym  
(where applicable): 
 
Legal status:  
VAT registration number 
(where applicable): 
 
Official address: 
(street, number, post code, 
city, country) 
 
Postal address: 
(street, number, post code, 
city, country) 
 
Contact person:  
Telephone number:  
Fax number:  
E-mail address:  
Internet site:  
 
Bank details 
The bank must be in the country in which the applicant is registered. 
 
Account name:  
Bank account no:  
Sort code:  
IBAN Code (optional):  
Bank name:  
Bank address:  
Name(s) of signatory(ies):  
Position(s) of signatory(ies):  
NB: Before the grant contract is signed, the applicants selected will have to supply a financial 
identification form using the model in Annex V to the contract, certified by the bank 
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Corresponding bank (where applicable) 
 
Account name  
Account number  
Sort code:  
IBAN code (optional)  
Bank name  
Bank address  
 
 
Description of the applicant 
(maximum 1 page) 
 
When was your organisation founded and when did it start its activities? 
 
 
 
 
 
What are the main activities of your organisation at present? 
 
 
 
 
 
List of the management board / committee of your organisation. 
 
Name Profession Gender Function Years on the board 
  F / M   
  F / M   
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Capacity to manage and implement actions 
Experience with similar actions 
 
Maximum 1 page per action.  Please provide a detailed description of actions managed by your 
organisation over the past five years in the fields covered by this programme, taking care to identify for 
each action: 
 
a. the object and location of each action 
b. the results of the action 
c. your organisation’s role (leader, partner) and level of involvement in the action  
d. the cost of the action 
e. donors to the action (name, address and e-mail, telephone number, amount contributed) 
This information will be used to assess whether you have sufficient experience of managing actions in the 
same sector of a comparable scale to the one for which you are requesting a grant. 
 
Resources 
 
Maximum 3 pages.  Please provide a detailed description of the various resources which your 
organisation has access to, and in particular, of the following: 
a. annual income over the last three years, mentioning where applicable for each year, the 
names of the main financial backers and the proportion of annual income each has 
contributed 
b. the number of full-time and part-time staff by category (e.g. number of project managers, 
accountants, etc), indicating their place of employment. 
c. equipment and offices 
d. other relevant resources (e.g. volunteers, associated organisations, networks that might 
also contribute to implementation). 
This information will be used to assess whether you have sufficient resources to implement an action of 
the scale of the one for which you are requesting a grant. 
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Other applications submitted to European Institutions, the European 
Development Fund (EDF) and EU Member States 
Grants, contracts and loans obtained during the last three years from European 
Institutions, the EDF and EU Member States 
 
Action title and 
reference number 
EC budget line, EDF or other source Amount (EUR) Date obtained 
    
    
    
    
    
 
Grant applications submitted (or about to be submitted) to European 
Institutions, the EDF and EU Member States in the current year: 
 
Action title and 
reference number 
EC budget line, EDF or other source Amount (EUR)
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PARTNERS OF THE APPLICANT PARTICIPATING IN THE ACTION 
 Description of the partners 
This section must be completed for each partner organisation within the meaning of section 2.1.2 of the 
Guidelines for Applicants.  Any associates as defined in the same section need not be mentioned. You 
must make as many copies of this table as necessary to create entries for more partners. 
 
 Partner 1 Partner 2 
Full legal name  
(business name) 
  
Nationality   
Legal status   
Official address   
Contact person   
Telephone number   
Fax number   
E-mail address   
Number of employees   
Other relevant resources   
Experience of similar 
actions, in relation to role in 
the implementation of the 
proposed action 
  
History of co-operation with 
the applicant 
  
Role and involvement in 
preparing the proposed 
action 
  
Role and involvement in 
implementing the proposed 
action 
  
Important:  This application form must be accompanied by a signed in original and dated partnership 
statement from the main applicant and every partner in accordance with the model provided on the next 
page. 
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Partnership statement17 
 
Partnership 
 
A partnership is a relationship of substance between two or more organisations involving shared 
responsibilities in undertaking the action funded by the European Commission.  To ensure that the 
action runs smoothly, the European Commission requires all partners (including the lead applicant that 
signs the contract) to acknowledge this by agreeing to the principles of good partnership practice set 
out below. 
 
Principles of Good Partnership Practice  
1. All partners must have read the application form and understood what their role in the action will 
be before the application is submitted to the European Commission. 
2. All partners must have read the standard grant contract and understood what their respective 
obligations under the contract will be if the grant is awarded.  They authorise the lead applicant to 
sign the contract with the European Commission and represent them in all dealings with the 
European Commission in the context of the action's implementation 
3. The applicant must consult with its partners regularly and keep them fully informed of the progress 
of the action. 
4. All partners should receive copies of the reports - narrative and financial - made to the European 
Commission. 
5. Proposals for substantial changes to the action (e.g. activities, partners, etc) should be agreed by 
the partners before being submitted to the European Commission.  Where no such agreement can 
be reached, the applicant must indicate this when submitting changes for approval to the European 
Commission. 
6. Before the end of the action, the partners must agree on an equitable distribution of equipment, 
vehicles and supplies for the action purchased with the EU grant among local partners situated in 
the target countries. Copies of the transfer titles must be attached to the final report. 
 
Statement of partnership 
We have read and approved the contents of the proposal submitted to the European Commission.  
We undertake to comply with the principles of good partnership practice. 
 
Name:  
Organisation:  
Position:  
Signature:  
Date and Place:  
                                                          
17 to be provided by the applicant and each partner in all cases where there is a partner in addition to the applicant 
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Sworn Statement by the applicant 
 
I, the undersigned, being the person responsible in the applicant organisation for the action, certify that: 
(i) the information given in this application is correct; and  
(ii) the applicant organisation and its partners (where applicable) are eligible in accordance  with 
section 2.1.1 of the Guidelines for Applicants. 
(a) they are bankrupt or being wound up, are having their affairs administered by the courts, 
have entered into an arrangement with creditors, have suspended business activities, are 
the subject of proceedings concerning those matters, or are in any analogous situation 
arising from a similar procedure provided for in national legislation or regulations; 
(b) they have been convicted of an offence concerning professional conduct by a judgement 
which has the force of res judicata (i.e., against which no appeal is possible); 
(c) they are guilty of grave professional misconduct proven by any means which the 
contracting authority can justify; 
(d) they have not fulfilled obligations relating to the payment of social security contributions 
or the payment of taxes in accordance with the legal provisions of the country in which 
they are established or with those of the country of the contracting authority or those of 
the country where the action is to take place; 
(e) they have been the subject of a judgement which has the force of res judicata for fraud, 
corruption, involvement in a criminal organisation or any other illegal activity 
detrimental to the Communities' financial interests; 
(f) they have been declared to be in serious breach of contract for failure to comply with 
their contractual obligations in connection with a procurement procedure or other grant 
award procedure financed by the Community budget. 
and 
(iii) the applicant has the sources of financing and professional competence and qualifications specified 
in section 2.3(3) of the Guidelines for Applicants. 
 
I am fully aware that any false declaration will lead to the exclusion of the proposal or the 
termination of the contract. 
 
Name:  
Position:  
Signature:  
Date and Place:  
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Checklist 
Before sending your proposal, please check that your application is complete: 
 
The application form 
 The proposal is complete and filled out in accordance with the application form and the 
guidelines. 
 The proposal is typed and is in English. 
 The sworn statement by the applicant (Section 4 of application form) bears the original 
signature of an authorised person. 
 All partners are fully identified (see section 3.1 of application form). 
 A Partnership statement is signed in original by all partners, including the lead applicant (see 
section 3.2 of application form). 
 The budget and the expected sources of funding are presented in the format of the application 
form (Annex B). 
 In the budget the Contracting Authority’s contribution is identified and is within the accepted % 
of total eligible costs of the action (see section 1.3 of the Guidelines). 
 In the budget the administration costs are 7% or less of direct costs of the action. 
 The logical framework for the action (Annex C) is completed (see p. 13 of the Guidelines). 
 
Supporting documents 
 The statutes or articles of association of the applicant and of all the partners are included. 
 The most recent annual reports and accounts of the applicant are included. 
 For grant requests exceeding 300.000 €, the external audit report of the applicant’s accounts is 
included. 
 
Annexes 
 CVs of the Project Managers and key staff are included. 
 Detailed justification of budget items is included.  Details must be given at least for each profile 
involved in the action and for travels (who, where, when, for what action). 
 If your action requires external experts and they are identified at this stage: evidence that the 
selection of external experts conforms to the Contracting Authority’s procedures as set out in 
Annex IV to the contract (award procedures) 
 The Summary Sheet of the action is included and respects the template (see Annex F) 
 Two diskettes or CD-ROMs containing all requested files (the Grant Application Form (MS-
Word), the budget (MS-Excel), the Logical Framework, the action Summary (MS-Word) and 
CVs of the key staff) is readable and not corrupted.  That electronic copy contains the same 
information (version) as the printed original. 
  
 
 
 
